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Ninjago masters of spinjitzu season 10

Skip to the main content Get free delivery with Amazon Prime Prime members free delivery and enjoy exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series and Kindle books. Customer Reviews Top Reviews Top Reviews Most Recent Top Reviews Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitzu (2011-2019) Season: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 10 or Year: 2011 2012 2014
2015 2015 5 2016 2017 2018 2019 Wikipedia List Article Ninjago is a computer-animated television series produced by Wil Movie Apps from pilot episodes until the tenth season and later from the eleventh season by Wildbrain Studios (formerly DHX Media) and distributed by lego group. Running with Lego creation toys of the same name, it centers on the
fictional world of Ninjago, telling the story of a group of teenage ninjas and their fight against the forces of evil. To date, thirteen seasons have been produced, with two pilot episodes, several mini-films, a book series, a special and a theme park movie. Two pilot episodes were aired in January 2011, which coincided with the launch of the Lego line. His
popularity turned on the first two full seasons (Rise of snakes [1] and The Legacy of the Green Ninja [2]). These each included 13 episodes. Both the LEGO theme and the TV series had a three-year desired shelf life, so it was expected that the second season would be the last. However, following fans' comments, it was soon revived and has been in
production ever since. The show's animation software was updated in the eighth season of the show in 2018 and new character designs and aesthetics were adopted from the Lego Ninjago movie. Despite these aesthetic changes, the eighth season continued the story of previous seasons. In the eleventh season in 2019, the show switched from the 22-
minute format to 11 minutes of running time. Spinjiju's Masters subtitles were also skipped. As of October 25, 2020, 160 episodes have aired, concluding the 13th season. The series has also aired four pilot episodes, 44 minutes of specials and several mini-films. The seasonsbutiteritysiodigerial first aired last broadcastpitlipitmasters of spinjeetju4 January
14, 2011 (2011-01-14) 1rise of the snake13 December 2, 2011 (2011-12-02) April 11, 2012 (2012-04-11) Green Ninja13 Jul 18,2012 (2012-07-18) November 21, 2012 (2012-11-21) 3Rebooted8January 29, 2014 (2014-01-29) November 26, 2014 (2014-11-26) 4ThEs tournament 10 February 23, 2015 (2015-02-23) April 3, 2015 (2015-04-26) 03)
5Possession10Jun 29, 2015 (2015-06-29) July 10, 2015 (2015-07-10) 6Skybound10March 24 July 15, 2016 (2016-03-24) (2016-07-15) departed 1 October 29, 2016 (2016-10-29) 7 Time10 May 15, 2017 (2017-05-15) May 26, 2017 (2017-05-26) 8sons of Garamdon10 April 16, 2018 (2018-04-16) May 25, 2018 (2018-05-25) 9Hunted10August 11, 2018
(2018-08-11) August 25, 2018 (2018-08-25) 10 Oni4April 19, 2019 (2019-04-19) April 19, 2019 (2019-04-19) 11Secrets Forbidden Spinzujit30June 22, (2019-06-22) February 1, 2020 (2020-02-01) 12Prime Empire16 July 19, 2020 (2020-07-19) August 30, 2020 (2020-08-30) 13 Master of Mountain16 Sep 13, 2020 (2020-09-13) October 25, 2016 2020
(2020-10-25) 14The Unknown Island1 February 27, 2021 (2021-02-27) TBA episodes were a name long before time, the scope of Ninjago was first created by Spinjeet Muru, using spinjeetju's four weapons. When he passed away, his two sons vowed to protect the land and the sacred weapons. However, the oldest, Garmadon, succumbed to the darkness
within him when he battled his brother Wu in an attempt to steal weapons for him, forcing the youngest to strike him down in the underworld. In the wake of his brother's descent, Wu hid the weapons, giving a map to hide an old blacksmith friend. With weapons secured at last, Wu then vowed to radically recruit the next generation of fighters. Years later,
Blacksmith's son, Kai, is on a mission to save his sister from Lord Garmadon's Murray Skulkin forces, and is recruited by Sensei Wu along with three other teenage boys to wield golden weapons and protect the world from evil. No Originally written by Air Date title[3] American audiences (in millions) via P1 Ninja Michael Hagner and Justin Murphydan
Hageman and Kevin Hagemanjanuary 14, 2011 (2011-01-14) N/A brother Blacksmith Kai and Nya meet a mysterious old man Master Wu, who wants to help them train against the threat of his soon-to-be brothers Garmadon and his new army of Skulkin who dominate the underworld under the leadership of former King Samukai, whom Garmadmadon
overthrew. After Nya is kidnapped, Kai joins Wu's three other students, Jay, Zane, and Cole to find and defend spinjitzu's golden weapons. Note: This episode was released in some areas as a 22-minute episode with golden weapon. P2 Golden Weapons Michael Heger and Justin Murphydon Hegman and Kevin HagemanJanuary 14, 2011 (2011-01-14) N/A
Ninja travels to caves of despair to get the first golden weapon, Scythe of earthquakes, but Skinkul already beat them there. Note: This episode was released as a 22-minute episode along ninja's way in some areas. P3 Shadow King Justin Murphydon Hageman and Kevin Hagemanjanuary May 14, 2011 (2011-01-14) N/A Ninja successfully recover three of
the four golden weapons, leaving only the Sword of Fire. But keeping weapons hotly out of reach would have to be a dangerous confrontation. Note: This episode was released as a 22-minute episode with Arms of Destiny in some areas. P4 Arms of Destiny Justin Murphydon Hageman and Kevin Hagemanjanuary May 14, 2011 (2011-01-14) N/A Wu takes
the sword of fire to the underworld and battles Samukai, who is the rest of the golden weapon. Use Guardian Dragons to get to ninja underworld. Note: This episode was released in some areas as a 22-minute episode with King of Shadows. Season 1: Rise of snakes (2011-12) Lord Garmden's disappearance from the underworld has been ninjago calmly,
but young ninjas have become lazy. While Garmadon lurks in the shadows, waiting for the right time to strike, ninja meet his young son, Lloyd, who casually unleashes a fearsome new enemy on Ninjago — the ancient tribes of Awry. The leader of the serpentine, Pythor, is a bad plan for bringing back legendary, all-consuming snakes, great feeders.
No.overallNo. inseasonTitleed by written byOriginal Air dateU.S. Viewers (millions) rise of 11 snakes Peter Hausnerdan Hegman and Kevin HagemanDecember May 2, 2011 (2011-12-02) N/A Shanti has returned to Ninjago, and ninjas have been satisfied. They are suddenly called back into action, though, when they receive reports that Lord Garmadon has
returned. However, it just gets to prank his young son, Lloyd Montgomery Garmadon,. Ninja is destined to become the legendary 'Green Ninja' who conducts a tournament to decide among himself. Meanwhile, Lloyd accidentally searches and releases the tomb of the hypnosis tribe of Serpentine, and they attack the village of Jumankai. It's up to ninja to save.
22 home Justin Murphydon Hegman and Kevin HagemanDecember 2, 2011 (2011-12-02) have returned to N/A Ninja training, preparing for the looming threat of the serpent. A mysterious falcon leads Zane to a treehouse, being built for Lloyd by Hypnobrai. The rest of the ninja arrives, confronting Lloyd and the snake. However, they return to their monastery
to find it in ruins, after it was left un guarded. Zain, again with the help of Falcon, soon finds them a new home - a ship called the 'Reward of Fortune'. Meanwhile, Lloyd is betrayed by Hypnobrai. 33 snakebite Martin Skovden Hegman and Kevin Hagemanjanuary May 25, 2012 (2012-01-25) N/A Lloyd, bitter after he was cast out by Hypnobrai, releases the
Fangpyre tribe from their mausoleum. Back at the bounty of fate, ninjas begin to clean up and prepare it to be their new headquarters and are visited by Jay's parents — Ed and Edna. Attack the junkyard owned by Fangpyre J's parents, and the Ninja Encounter Fangpyre for the first time. They rush to save Ed and Edna from their changing poison. 44 Never
trust a snake Peter Hausnerdon Hagman and Kevin Hagenfbruary 1, 2012 (2012-02-01) join forces with Fanpires hypnosis after N/A, Lloyd released The Pythore-the last of the Anacondrai tribe. Pythor, pretending to be his friend, steals a map from him that shows where the two remaining snake tribes live. Sensei Wu then takes Lloyd under his wing. The can
of 55 bugs Is Jabstin Murphydon Hageman and Kevin HagemanFebruary May 8, 2012 (2012-02-08) N/A Lloyd walks in and all ninja banter, Zane's suit turning pink, beating Kai's high score, messing with Cole's soup, and overriding Jay's proud bot, and he blames it on each other. Meanwhile, Pythor releases the equinox and constricting tribes from his And
there is a plan to unite them under that. In this process he steals the holy flute. Ninja Go and foil the plan for Unity, but is almost captured. It's only Zen's pink suit that enables them to escape with completing their mission. 66 The Snake King Martin Skovden Hagman and Kevin Hagmanfery 15, 2012 (2012-02-15) N/A Python receive the ancient serpentine
city of Oroboras. Meanwhile, ninja gets ZX suits but mysterious samurai X gives them trouble. Later, Pythor, through a satanic trick, declares himself to be the snake king, the destined leader who will rekindle the great devouring – an ancient, seemingly immortal animal that will consume all of Ninjago. Lloyd sees it, but is discovered and imprisoned. The ninja,
captured by The Serpent while trying to save Lloyd, is rescued by Samurai X, but Moss is shockingly revealed that Nya is samurai. 77 Tick Talk Peter Haussnerdon Hagman and Kevin HagemanFebruary 22, 2012 (2012-02-22) N/A When four ninjas follow the mysterious falcon in the jungle, they stumble upon a hidden workshop where Zane learns secrets
about his past; He is a niandrode designed to 'protect people who cannot protect themselves', as his late father said. Exploring your past allows Zane to unlock his true potential. Meanwhile, Master Wu travels into the realm of madness to find Lord Garmadon. 88 once clipped, twice shy Justin Murphydon Hageman and Kevin HagemanMarch Jan 7, 2012
(2012-03-07) N/A J and Nya will have to cut their first date at mega-monster amusement park, as serpentine arrive to retrieve the first of the four fang blades needed to wake up great eating. But Jay his hand at a skeleton Fangpyre's Fangpyre's Fangpyre, triggering a change. While Jay and Nya go out for their date, the other three ninjas try to stop Pithor and
Crooked. Pythor first retrieves Fangblade and Jay saves Nya from her death, his true potential unlocked while he shows off her Samurai X identity. Meanwhile, Wu finds Lord Garmadon, now with four weapons, and warns him about Lloyd's captivity. 99Royal BlacksmithMartin SkovDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanMarch 14, 2012 (2012-03-14) N/A Four
Ninjas go undercover as a dance troupe and enter a talent competition in their quest to win the Blade Cup, in which one of the Fangblades is hidden, taken from his grave by clutch powers. In the meantime, Cole meets his father, the leader of a particularly famous dance troupe, the royal blacksmith who, if anything, is bossier than Sensei Wu. At one point,
Cole contemplates stealing the Cup, but is berated by his father and decided to make him proud by performing and winning the Cup. Pythor collapses the stage and steals the cup, while Cole finds his true potential and saves his dad. Meanwhile, Garmadan returns to Ninjago with Senseni Wu. 1010 Green Ninja Peter HausnerDan Hageman and Kevin
HagemanMarch 21, 2012 (2012-03-21) N/A Ninja is questionable when Lord Garmadon to help his disappearance Moves in search But realising they worked together in their attempt to rescue Lloyd from the serpentine while they have excavated for the third Fangblade in the heart of The Fire Temple. Moss, after being held back by his ambition to become
The Green Ninja, reaches his true potential and saves Lloyd. It has also been revealed, though Moss has his own realization, that Lloyd is destined to be the Green Ninja. It causes suffering to both Wu and Garmden, as their family is now split more. Finally, Moss gives a look of anxiety, realizing how complicated it would be for Lloyd to fight his father in the
future. 1111 All of nothing Justin Murphydon Hageman and Kevin HagemanMarch May 28, 2012 (2012-03-28) N/A steal back three Fangblades on a suggestion from Lloyd as Pythor goes for fourth, ninja and Sensei Wu try to infiltrate the inner sanctum of the serpent and walk right into a trap. When Lloyd's rescue mission doesn't go as planned, there's only
one person who can help them, namely Lord Garmadon. In the nick of time, Garmadon comes with skeleton army and engages in a battle against Pythor and Serpentine, allowing Lloyd Ninja to release and get Fangblades. Garmadon leaves Lloyd plans to follow his path and destroy Ninja Fangblades, but Pythor follows them in secret. The rise of the 1212
Great Feeders Martin SkovDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanApril Jan 4, 2012 (2012-04-04) N/A Torchfire Upon reaching the mountain, the only place where Fangblades can be destroyed, Pythor discovers himself and steals the blade back, ninja going to die. Luckily, Nya saves them. With Wu Nya as Four Ninja, Samurai X and Lloyd, the lost town of
Ouroboros is hasty to try to stop Pythor from awaking great feeders, but it's a race against time. After a battle over a crooked truck-fortress, in which Sensei Wu intentionally bites himself from ninja to face Pythor, all arrive in town. Finally, Pythor succeeds, but Sensei Wu forces him to see the power he's unleashed. They are then consumed by both
awakened great eaters. 1313 The Day of Great Feeders Peter Haussmann Hagaman and Kevin Hagenpril 11, 2012 (2012-04-11) 3.34[4] Is at risk of disaster as ninjas must fight to defeat all consumer great zeb in a desperate attempt to save Ninjago. Finally, only Lord Garmadon, using four golden weapons with elements of fire, ice, electricity, and earth, can
destroy great feeders. He manages to kill the snake and Wu is shown to have survived, but Lord Garmadon disappears with weapons and Lloyd must accept the fact that he will face him one day. Season 2: The Legacy of the Green Ninja (2012) Lord Garmadon has disappeared with all four golden arms and now he controls the serpentine. Meanwhile, Ninja
Young intensifies his training of Lloyd so he will be strong enough to defeat Lord Garmadon in the final battle. To gain evil power, Lord Garmadon goes to Golden Peaks to convert all four golden weapons into arms - Mega weapons. No Not inseries. Originally written by Air Date inseason title[3] American viewers (in millions) will rise 141 darkness Michael
Helmuth Hansenen Hageman and Kevin HagemanJuly May 18, 2012 (2012-07-18) 2.85[5] Ninja help repair Ninjago City although they have lost their element powers. Nya informs them that they have found a real estate agent that will help them find a place to live. Lord Garmadon persuades him to follow Awry, and recreates the reward from his remains.
Ninjas find a luxurious apartment with a training room and although it's expensive, they decide to pay for rent to get the job. Moss being a birthday ninja, Cole is going to catch a bank robber, Jay being a pizza delivery guy, and Zane being a food cutter. However, when serpentine generals are betrayed by Serpentine by following Lord Garmadon, Jay is lured
to a home-less intersection, where he's kidnapped. The majority of serpentine generals steal money, but it turns out a twist so that Skales can kidnap Lloyd. However, he is stopped and sent to jail, and then they settle for a lower-class flat. Fly to Lord Garmadon and The Serpentine Golden Peaks and he fuses arms together in a mega weapon. 152 Pirates vs.
Ninjatrile Wilstrapden Hegman and Kevin Hagmanjuli 25, 2012 (2012-07-25) 2.30[6] Ninja gets Grand Sensery Derth's Mojo Dojo, where Derth agrees to use it to train them Lloyd. Lord Garmden discovered Captain Soto's magazine in bounty's cabin and accidentally revived the original pirate-crew of the prize using a mega weapon. Lord Garmadon suggests
that the weapon only has the power to make, while the Pirates shut him down with the awry. Ninja has started training Lloyd when pirates attack the city of Ninjago. Darth, dressed as Brown Ninja, jumps onto the ship but is captured by pirates. Ninja does go to his rescue and Lloyd Spinjitzu for the first time. Pirates are arrested, but Lord Garmden withdraws
bounty. 163 Double Trouble Martin SkovDan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, and Joel ThomasAugust 1, 2012 (2012-08-01) N/A received a message from ninja Lloyd's old school inviting him to receive an award. Meanwhile, Lord Garmdon creates an evil impersonation of the ninja to deal with them. Ninjas arrive at school and are surprised to see none of the
students or teachers. Indeed, the whole prize is revealed to be a trap and ninjas are locked in a room with all the teachers, and Lloyd is tied up. Meanwhile, learn the location of ninja from clone Nya. At school, the ninja finds a way out of the room, but clones arrive and start fighting them. Lloyd persuades his former classmates to reveal his inner good self and
connect with him. Are able to defeat ninja clones with their help. 174 Ninjaball Runthomas Østergaard PoulsenDaneman, Kevin Hageman, and Joel ThomasAugust 8, 2012 N/A Is Training in Lloyd Dareth's dojo when a wrecked ball ball Through the wall. It turns out that Dareth has fallen behind on his payment and will buy a company dojo named Darnagom,
but Zane suggests Garmadon's part behind this being that Darnagom Garmadon is being arranged. Learn about the grand prize of ninjaball run the most dangerous race in NinjaGo, and decide to enter the race. The next day, the race really starts promising. Garmadon enters the race with Bounty to prevent them from finishing, but Ninja first manages to
finish closely followed by Garmadon, while Lloyd Takes Bounty back to Ninja. 185 Child Games Michael Helmuth Hansen Hegman and Kevin HagemanAugust Jan 15, 2012 (2012-08-15) N/A Lord Garmedon arrives at the museum planning to revive the extinct grundle to hunt ninja. The ninja hampered his plan, but impressed by the power of mega-weapon
and turned into kids. In addition, ninja's whiff grundle would have been revived after all and escaped from the museum. Ninja calls Lloyd to meet them and inform him about the situation. Lloyd says master Wu and Nya back in Destiny Bounty, telling them what happened. Then, Grundle shows up and is about to consume ninja, when Master Wu and Nya
arrive with some yesterday's tea, tossing it to them. Lloyd grundle uses tea to defeat, but when ninjas are returning to normal, he's aged as well. 196 wrong place, wrong time Trille VilstrupDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanAugust May 22, 2012 (2012-08-22) N/A Ninja Foil After his latest plan, Lord Garmadon uses his mega-weapon to go back in time and
stop his team formation. Unknown to him, Ninja has met Kai back with him the day Sensei Wu has come. After failing to change the timeline by stopping Nya's kidnapping, Garmadon teams up with their previous self-fire and past Moss amboushes at Temple. Arrive the current ninja and fight back, before understanding that the timeline will be restored by
destroying the mega weapon. Using previous golden weapons, they destroyed mega-weapons erasing it from existence and memory and restoring the timeline. 207 The Stone Armmartin Skovdan Hagman and Kevin Hagen October 3, 2012 (2012-10-03) 2.17[7] Garmadon, now powerless, returns to the city of Ouroboros to plan his search for the mythical
Dark Island, but crooked soon deceive him, pushing him into the sea by a helicopter while Skales is declared his leader. Meanwhile, meet Ninja Misako, Lloyd's long-lost mother, who tells of the overlord and existence of her indestructible stone army. At the same time, the poison of devouring brings a giant stone warrior to life, but the ninja moves him into
knocking down a bottomless pit. Meanwhile, Garmadon washes up on dark island, where he meets and teams with overlords. 218 Days Ninjago Still Standing Peterhaser Hausnerdan Hagman, Kevin Hagman, and Joel Thomas October 10, 2012 (2012-10-10) 1.98[8] Scalise has been crowned the new Snake King and plans to dig the foundations of ninjago
city while bringing it up In chaos. However, the serpentine discovery of a secret vault where the stone army rests, before the great devouring venom melts through the roof and brings statues to life. They beat the crooked and trap them inside. Then, they rise up to the city that begins to evacuate. Meanwhile, on Dark Island, Garmadon is directed by overlords
for an ancient watch and he dons the helmet of the shadows, starting the countdown to the final battle. 229D Last Venasic Michael Helmuth Hansen Hegman, Kevin Hagman, and Joel Thomas October 17, 2012 (2012-10-17) 1.84[9] On Dark Island, the overlord says that they need a super-weapon unlike anything they have ever seen. Back in Ninjago, Zane
Island sends its falcon to check. Misako tells the ninja of the Temple of Light, where they can gain powers to defeat the stone army. They set sail to Dark Island on the bounty, but the ship is then hit by a storm and eventually runs aground on an unknown island with a lighthouse. There, the ninja found Zain's father, Dr Julian, who explains that Samukai
brought him back to life, forcing him to build skeletal war machines. Dr. Julian repairs the bounty, and they all continue their journey to The Dark Island. 2310 Island of Darkness, Trille VilstrupDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanOctober 24, 2012 (2012-10-24) 1.74[10] Ninjas arrive at the dark island and search for the Temple of Light while Dr. Julian and Nya
build new vehicles for them. Then, explore ninja intrusion Gardan's camp and Jay Temple. After escaping, the ninja heads to the temple, where they are gifted original swords and kimono, and with their new powers, the stone army loses. 2411 The ultimate hope is Martin Skovden Hegman, Kevin Hagman, and Joel ThomsonDecember 7, 2012 (2012-11-07)
1.87[11] Misako suggests that there may be a way to avoid the final battle: returning the helmet of the shadows to its ranks. In Ninja Garmadon's camp in Misako Stone Warriors, where he manages to steal helmets, but they saw and enraged Garmadon, uses a giant robot to chase after them. Ninja celestial clock to get and try to find the pedestal of the
helmet, but it's too late. The countdown is finished, Stone Army Nya captures and ninja is sent down in a crevasse. The overlord shows the full super weapon to Garamdan whom he named Garamtron. 2512 The Lord's Return Peter Hauserdon Hagman and Kevin Hagenomeber 14, 2012 (2012-11-14) 1.82[12] Return to the base of Ninja Garmadan but find it
deserted, as everyone left for the coast to disturb the balance between good and evil. Ninjas follow, but are stopped by Nya, polluted with dark matter. They eventually remove him and reach the coast, but Garmadon uses Garmatron, infecting the balance. Overlord then betrays Garmadon, keeping him and attacking Lloyd. Lloyd tries to bring his father back,
but the overlord defeats him, breaks his leg Reward wasted. The overlord then opens a portal to Ninjago City and goes through with Garmatron and his armies, ninja being stranded on Dark Island. 2613 The rise of the Spinjiju master Michael Helmuth Hansenen Hagman and Kevin Hagmanovber 21, 2012 (2012-11-21) 3.11[13] As overlord Vijay Ninjago,
ninja return to the Temple of Light, where he first finds the Battle mech of the Spinjeet Master. With the arrival of Ultra Dragon, the group flies back to Ninjago City, which is now near the overlord, which has morphed into a dragon. Ninja stones fight the army, but in the end, they are saved by guts, which uses the helmet of the shadows to control the army.
Ninja tower is climbing where overlord, but all of them except Lloyd are forced to stay behind. Facing the overlord, Lloyd summons the Golden Dragon and defeats him, freeing the city from his control. Then the garamdan emerges, erasing all corruption within it. Season 3: The reboot in the final battle between Golden Ninja and Overlord (2014) victory has
ushered in a new era of peace and has triggered a technological renaissance. The city of Ninjago has been renovated to the surprise of the future, named New Ninjago City (hosted by Cyrus Borg) and is now fully connected. Ninja has found there is very little need for his heroics and Wu has become a teacher at the academy. But peace is only an illusion...
No Not inseries. Originally written by Air Date directed by inseason title[3] American audiences (in millions) battle bounce for new Ninjago City 271 Peter HausnerDaneman and Kevin Hagemanjanuary 29, 2014 (2014-01-29) 2.04[14] After the events of the Overlord's Defeat, much has changed: Ninjago City is now a futuristic metropolis and renamed the new
Ninjago city, Ninja Wu, Sensei Wu, Nya and Dareth are teachers at Darkley's (now Sensei Wu Academy) and Lloyd traveling around to celebrate their victory however, everyone is remembered in action when the overlord has survived in Digiverse and all the technology takes over has been revealed. Cyrus Borg gives techno-blades and new suits to ninja.
Sensi Wu is captured. At the end of the episode, P.I.X.A.L. is shown to produce the nimrode. 282 The Art of the Silent Fist Michael Helmuth Hansen Hegman and Kevin Hagmanjanary 29, 2014 (2014-01-29) 2.09 [14] Adopted by Ninja, Nindroid, followed in the monastery of Garmadan. While Zane is guarding the technical blade, he captures the P.I.X.A.L.,
which was attempting to steal them. After hacking him, the team is ambushing the nindroids. After escaping the ambush, Lloyd and Garmadon Nya travel to the Samurai X Cave while ninja heads to Ninjago City's powerhouse, infiltrating the city using a circus train. Once inside, they are met with Min-Droid. Ninja manages to use nindroids' lasers to destroy the
power station, but it comes at the momentary loss of the P.I.X.A.L., with her final words at the time being are we compatible? Zane, who was by her side Yes, he replied. 293Blackouts Molderdon Hegman and Kevin HagemanApril 16, 2014 (2014-04-16) The N/A Overlord's Code is saved by a mysterious hooded figure who claims to be an associate.
Meanwhile, Zane gives half of his power source to revive the P.I.X.A.L., while Ninja searches for a way to return to new Ninjago City and eventually reach the junkyard of Jay's parents. There, they are attacked by the mysterious hooded figure and Sensei Wu, who has been evil. Jay turns on Cole after discovering what's going on between him and Nya. Wu
and hooded figure are defeated, but the figure leaves behind a white scale as a clue to the identity. Meanwhile, Lloyd and Hiroshi's labyrinth plan to keep their father's head hidden from the forces of the overlord. Curse of 304 Golden Master Trile Wilstrapden Hagman and Kevin HagemanApril May 16, 2014 (2014-04-16) N/A Ninjago's serpent tour under town
For Ninja Travel, white-scale confidence belongs to one of them. Instead, they discover that Serpentine became a civilized caste and is described as the legend of the curse of the golden guru. After all, an army of nidrodoids attacks the serpent, and the ninja protects them. In the meantime, Lloyd and his father compete with the army of nindroids in the
labyrinth of Hiroshi. Lloyd tries to escape, but cornered by Nindroid Mechdragon and the hooded stranger, who discovers himself to have been ambushed by being Pythor, survived the eater. Lloyd mechdragon is taken aboard and sent off. Golden Master 315's Fall Digivers Enter Peter Haasnardon Hagman and Kevin Hagmanjuli Jan 13, 2014 (2014-07-13)
N/A Ninja Digivers, enters digital reality, where they turn against the overlord. An army of Pythor, Wu, and Nindroids attack the Borg Tower. Garmadon arrives, battling his brother while Borg is kidnapped by Nindroids. In Digiverse, Ninja digital overlord confronts, but they are increasingly being overwhelmed, as he gains more of Lloyd's golden power from the
outside world. Zane tends to strike back at ninja overlord, sharing lloyd's golden power to get Digiverse out of overlord. After they succeed, Wu and all other corrupt machines in Ninjago City become normal. Lloyd, who was trapped, narrowly escaped as Mechdragon plummeted into the sea, with the overlord still trapped inside. 326 Codename: Archcutus
Michael Helmuth Hansen Hagman and Kevin Hagmanjuli 13, 2014 (2014-07-13) After N/A Pithor and a group of nindroids have freed the overlord from submerged Mechukdragon, Wu and Garmden that project near Pythor and Nimdroids: known as arcurus. The P.I.X.A.L. dispatches Moss to follow a group of nidrod convoy in x-1 charger. After a lengthy
chase, Kai is captured by Pythor and Niandrod. Ninja regrouped and heads to the lost city of Ouroborus, where they discovered an underground rocket ship — Arcturus. After freeing moss and battling multiple nindroids, Ninja One The decision to board the rocket ship, as it blasts off into space. 337 Zero Jens Mollerdon Hegman and Kevin
HagemanNovember Jan 26, 2014 (2014-11-26) 2.34[15] While aboard the Arcurus rocket ship, ninjas receive space suits and battle a group of nidroids at the top of the ship. Arcurus heads into the trail of a comet, where the associated molding of gold weapons is located. The nidroids get the dangerous object, the ninja is going to search for them. A chase
breaks out on the comet, with ninja eventually being left there by Nindroids, who escaped escape with connected golden weapons. 348 Titanium Ninja Peter Hausnerden Hagman and Kevin Hagnoweber 26, 2014 (2014-11-26) 2.38[15] The Nindroids melted golden things in a suit of armor for overlording, which has turned into the Golden Master. Return to
Ninjago from space to find the golden master wreaking havoc on ninja city. Using the Temple of Patience, the ninja acquired a means of hiding from the Golden Master, before attempting to shrink him using a pill, which Pythor swallows. As his colleagues are subdued, Zane sacrificed himself to save others, killing himself and the Golden Master. Finally, a
remembrance ceremony is held for Zane, and at Borg Tower, the P.I.X.A.L. suggests he may still be alive. Season 4: Tournament of Elements (2015) After the loss of Zane, the team split apart, and Lloyd wants to rebuild it. When Zane sacrificed himself to stop the Golden Master, the power of golden weapons uncovered new capabilities within him, revealing
a new layer of titanium. Immense energy dispatch destroyed parts of her and caused Zane to disappear in Digiverse. Only P.I.X.A.L. knew about Zane's digital presence — or so he thought.. । But everything changes when ninja realizes that Zane is alive, and that master Chen invites them to the tournament of elements. No Not inseries. Inseason title[16]
Originally written by Air Date[17] American audiences (in millions) 351 invitations trille VilstrupDaneman and Kevin HagemanFebruary 23, 2015 (2015-02-23) after the loss of N/A Ninja Breaks and Zane goes its separate ways. Shortly after being reunited, though, they receive a message that Zane is alive and the master chain of ninja elements must compete
in the tournament if they want to see him again. Garmadon Chen's onboard is with them, where they discover that they are not the only ones with fundamental powers, as there are other descendants of the fundamental masters. 362 Can Remain The Only One Michael Helmuth Hansenon Hegman and Kevin HagemanMarch Jan 2, 2015 (2015-03-02)
1.43[18] After arriving at Ninja Chen Island, Garmadon tells them he used to train under Chen. When inside, Chen himself fundamentally congratulates the Masters, and tells them about the elements and tournaments of jade blades. Finally, Karloff becomes the first fundamental master to lose. While searching for Ninja Zane, they accidentally stumble into a
secret gathering of chains and Just in time to see cultists steal Chen Karlof's powers. 373 vs. Jens Mollerdan Hegman and Kevin HagemanMarch Jan 9, 2015 (2015-03-09) N/A Zane lost his memory, but it will come after meeting the P.I.X.A.L. in another room. She suggests the P.I.X.A.L. has been scraped, but puts her hard drive inside herself, getting
consistent with her. However, he is recaptured. Meanwhile, Gravis Griffin has to fight, Bolobo is to fight neuro, and Kai ash has to fight. Winners Griffin, Neuro, and Moss advance in the tournament. Clouse Gets Revenge on Ninja by Jay and Cole Fighting Each Other. Ninja K try to get help from Neuro, but he fails to break into Chen's quarters. Cole and Jay
fight each other and eventually, Cole gives Jade blades to Jay and gets knocked out of the tournament. 384 Ninja Roll Peter HaussermanOn Hegman and Kevin HagemanMarch May 16, 2015 (2015-03-16) After N/A loses to Jacob Skylor, he is brought to the Chain underground factory, where Kohl, now powerless, tries to find a way of fleeing. Cole sees
Zane off and promises to release him. Nya Uses her new vehicle to locate and follow ninja on the island of Chen, but ends up coming up with Derth as well. Meanwhile, master chen has an event called Thunderblade (in which two contestants wear roller skates and attempt to make as many laps as possible while carrying a jade blade, and others can help on
both sides) as a competition between Lloyd and Camille, master of form. Against huge odds, Lloyd and Ninja win, and earn the trust of many other contestants. 395 Spies for a Detective Trille VilstrupDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanMarch May 23, 2015 (2015-03-23) N/A Ninja form an alliance with The Fundamental Masters after convincing them of
Chen's true plan. Chen responds by spreading rumours that there is a spy within him and the elemental masters did not result in any fallout from each other, which weakens the alliance. Meanwhile, Nya enters Chen's palace, disguised as a Kabuki, and steals Clouse's magic which has revealed Chen's followers turn in Anacondrai. Cole and Zane manage to
break out of Chen's factory. 406 Mesmerising Michael Helmuth Hansen Hagman and Kevin HagemanMarch Jan 30, 2015 (2015-03-30) N/A after Nya stole Nya Clouse's magic, Chen states that whoever finds Nya wins the tournament altogether. Lloyd learns how to make a dragon without his golden power and, along with his father, stumble upon the place
where a major battle between the seminal Masters and Anacondrai took place, and Garmadon Lloyd tells the story of how to reassure both sides the master chain declared war. After the war, the Anacondrai generals were deported to the cursed realm while the rest of the serpentine was locked in the tombs. Meanwhile, Chen reveals his true goals, capturing
all fundamental masters except Lloyd. Skylar has also been revealed to be Chen's detective and daughter. 417 Forgotten Elements Jens Mollerdan Hegman and Kevin HagemanMarch 31, 2015 N/A Master Chain Drains All Fundamental Powers except Lloyd. Cole, Zen and Carlaf lead the original masters imprisoned in escaping the factory. Chen is ditching
Moss Lloyd and trick him into battling, where Chen uses all the other fundamental powers over Lloyd and Victory, in acquiring ninja elements. However, Moss and Skylor Chen's staff take and destroy it, releasing powers radically back to the Masters. 428 Dragon's Day Peter Haussnerdon Hagman and Kevin HagemanApril Jan 1, 2015 (2015-04-01) N/A
Although all masters have survived, Close discovers that Skylor's Amber can still be used to achieve all fundamental powers. Skylor and Moss attempt to escape, but captured. Clouse garmadon tries to battle and banish her into the cursed realm, but Garmadon escapes and Gets Banished instead of Clouse. Chen manages to complete Clouse's magic
without him, turning himself and his followers into Anacondrai. He then sends his army back to Ninjago by air. Meanwhile, Moss and Skylar survive. The original masters learn that they have the power to build their dragon and follow Chen and his army. 439 the biggest derse of all, Riserdan Hageman and Kevin HagemanApril May 2, 2015 (2015-04-02) with
Chen's Anacondrai Army loose with N/A, Ninja Tour's Kryptarium prison, where they meet shrunken Pythor and ask for his assistance. Incidentally, Master Chen has learned magic has temporary effects and only an essence of a true Anacondrai can make it permanent and goes to prison to capture Pythor. Then, he sends all of his army with trucks at different
locations, and the fundamental masters follow them, but it becomes a big trap, as Chen is already attacking Ninjago with all his might. Corridor of 4410 Elders Trille VilstrupDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanApril 3, 2015 (2015-04-03) N/A Fundamental Masters suggests there is a strategic location called The Corridor of Elders where they can make their final
stand against Chen Anacondrai Army. Pythor escapes the clutches of Chen and suggests there's a spell in Clouse's spelling book that could stop the war, but at a serious cost. Garmdan exiles himself to the cursed realm to release the souls of the Anacondy generals, who also deport Chen and his army. Skylar, who is no longer anaconduary, decides to run
his father's noodle business. Ninjas burn spellbooks and pay tribute to Garamdan. Season 5: Capture (2015) is near the ghost of a grieving Lloyd Moro, master of The First Student of the Wind and Wu. In Lloyd's body, Moro Offers Wu's staff powerless other ninjas before stealing. It has three hidden symbols that are the key to finding the tomb of the first
Spinjeetju master. Wu knows that if Moro finds the tomb, he'll claim the realm crystal. This relic has the power to open clothes between places, allowing powerful preminants to enter Ninjago. No Not inseries. The original air date written by American audiences directed by the inseason title (in the millions) winds of 451 changes michael helmuth hansen And
Kevin HagemanJune 27, 2015 (2015-06-27) 2.05[19] Goes on a mission by himself to the Lloyd Museum, then discovers it was a trap determined by Morro, a ghost who escaped the cursed realm and who possessed him. Consequently other ninjas lose their fundamental powers. After keeping Lloyd, Moro's friend Armour dons and Goes to Sensei Wu's tea
shop to get employees that had been given by her first Spinjitzu master. Ninja and Sensei Wu survived on the fortune reward, but realize they are being followed by Morro, who lloyd uses the elemental dragon. Wu Ninja discovers that Moro was his first student. 462 Ghost Story Jens MøllerDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanJune 28, 2015 (2015-06-28)



1.83[20] As ninja escape on reward of fate, Morro tries to get shipboards and staff of Sensei Wu, but Wu throws his staff after the ship goes after the ship while the ship crashes the ninja so learn that the staff had three clues to where the first Spinjitzu master is the tomb. , and when they know that a thief called Ronin stole the scroll of Airjitzu, the first clue,
they go to Stiix, a city built on water, to get scrolling from him. Along the way they are attacked by a ghost whom Moro called with friend armor, but the ninja beat him, detecting that the water destroys ghosts. Sensei tells Wu Nya he must train to become master of water. 473 Sticks and Stones Peter Hausnardon Hegman and Kevin Hagenjuli 1,2015 (2015-
07-01) 2.13[21] Try to deal for Airjitzu's scroll with Ninja Roin, but the price is pretty good. They try to make some money, but the lack of coordination results in a gross disaster. Moro finally steals the scroll, and survived Airjitsu learned, but Ronin gives ninja weapons which can beat ghosts. Meanwhile, Sensei Wu Trains New Nya to control the water, and
shows that her weakness is feeling weak. 484 Templetrile Wilstrapden Hagman and Kevin Hagmanjuli 2, on Haunted Hill 2015 (2015-07-02) 1.93[22] While ninja is tested in the haunted temple of his terrified evil Sensei Yang, in another attempt to claim the scroll of Airjitzu, Nya Ronin pays her to take her to the Samurai X Cave where they encounter Morro
and his ghosts who are after Nyaya's suit. Nya accepts that she owns the water after she rains in the desert while being chased by ghosts. Meanwhile, ninjas get the scroll of Airjitzu, but when a curse races out of the temple to escape, they drop it and Cole turns into a ghost when he chooses to retrieve the scroll rather than escape. 495 Peak-a-Boo Michael
Helmuth Hansen Hegman and Kevin HagemanJuly Jan 3, 2015 (2015-07-03) 1.82[23] Ninja Sanctuary's sword should travel to the Cloud Kingdom, the second clue on Wu's staff. To get there, they will have to climb the highest mountain of Ninjago and jump into a cyclone that passes over. While climbing, ninjas encounter an avalanche, but Cole's new ghost
abilities them For. Eventually, they Airjitsu gets there in time to leave them and Moro to the Cloud Kingdom by successfully using. Back in the bounty, Sensei Wu and Nya capture Ghoultar and demand answers. 506 Kingdom Come Jens Mollardon Hagman and Kevin Hagmanjuli 6, 2015 (2015-07-06) 1.71 [24] Ninjas arrive at the Cloud Kingdom, where they
begin their search for the sword of the Sanctuary, but are betrayed by Fenwick, who has formed an alliance with Moro and let him into the kingdom. Wu, Nya, Misako, and Ronin questioned Gular on the reward. Moro manages to get the sword, but the ninja chases him back through the cyclone and down the mountain in Ninjago. All ninja boards reward Kai,
who stays behind and takes the sword of sanctuary from Moro except as Lloyd temporarily comes to control his body. Ninja fly off into sunset, ready for the next step of the mission. 517 Crooked Pathpeter Haussnerdon Hagman and Kevin Hagmanjuli 7, 2015 (2015-07-07) 1.91[25] Ninja now has all the items they need to get to the tomb of the first Spinjitzu
master, but before they can figure out the last clue that leads to the location of the tomb, Ronin steals the sword of the sanctuary to give it to Morro in exchange for his cursed soul. Moro took possession of Ronin to travel to the caves of despair before trying to bury the ninja alive. Ninja escape and Ronin tries to repay by handing them over with the actual
location of the tomb, which is under the ocean. 528 Serious Threat, Trile Wilstrapden Hagman and Kevin HagemanJuly 8, 2015 (2015-07-08) 1.78[26] Ninja Roin's vehicle manages to survive until two safety tests before reaching the underwater grave and facing Moro. Moro gets trapped and ninjas first find the realm crystals on the Tomb of spinjitzu master,
but Moro comes and demands the realm crystal in exchange for Lloyd. Kai moves Moro, but when ninjas depart to save Lloyd, Moro manages to acquire realm crystals, which he uses to open and escape a portal in the cursed realm. 5354910 Cursedworld Michael Helmuth Hansen Sens Mollerdan Hegman and Kevin Hagmanjuli 9, 2015 (2015-07-09) p 1 Jul
10, 2015 (2015-07-10) p 21.52 [27]1.62[28] Part I: Try to stop Morro from unleashing his master, Premine, to go for Ninja Stiix. The ninja manages to dispel many ghosts, but when Lloyd gets to Moro, Ghost tries to reason with him, using Lloyd's father as an example. Lloyd hesitated, giving time for Preeminent to be unleashed while he goes into the cursed
realm. Part II: Ninja should protect Stiix from Preemiment, but the beast is unstoppable. Meanwhile, Lloyd uses his father's help to get himself out of the cursed realm, and fights Moro in several places, including a realm called Cheema, trying to entrap him, eventually doing so. Ninja Stiix meets on a boat with the people and Nya tells her real potential things
and creates a wave that sinks Preeminent. Sensei tries to save Wu Moro, but Repentant sounds and voluntarily sinks and is erased from existence, given the Senseni Wu realm crystal. Using Crystal, the ninja realm he was left in and he decided to follow in his father's footsteps and train people to bring Lloyd back. The episode also includes an international
with Legends of Cheema. Season 6: Skybound (2016) With the defeat of The Ghost Invasion of Moro, Ninja has now become huge media personalities. But dark forces threaten Ninjago Island once more as is rediscovered by teapot Clouse of Tyrahn, the ghost of master Chen's former right-hand man. He allows Nadkhan, an evil Djinn (genie), and captain
possessing notorious misfortune, to avoid the teapot. After reassembled his pirate crew, Nadkhan returns to the confines of his home and the state of Djinjago, it seems broken. This destruction, due to the ninja defeating Pritin, leads to Nadakhan for revenge. He refits his ship so that it can fly and be ready to attack. Now they are Sky Pirates. No.overallNo.
inseasonTitleed by written byOriginal Air dateU.S. Viewers (millions) 551 notorious Peter HausnerDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanMarch May 24, 2016 (2016-03-24) 0.98[29] After the destruction of the cursed realm and the final death of all its prisoners, have suddenly found fame for their ninja roles and actions. Yet, amid their new popularity, a new
threat arises when the destruction of the cursed realm, close, wreaks further havoc a survivor of the loiters in Ninjago. Ninja attempts to stop him, but they're ultimately subdued and unable to do so. Clouse heads to Stiix, where he finds the ancient teapot of Tyrahn, which includes a deceptiveLy named Djinn Nadakhan who imprisoned Clouse in the teapot
after his release. As soon as the ninja reaches the sticks, they discover that they are prepared for a series of crimes and are followed by city residents. Meanwhile, Nadkhan discovers what has happened to his crew of Sky Pirates, and eventually captures Sensei Wu after being called by him accidentally. 562 Public Enemy number one Michael Helmuth
Hansen Hegman and Kevin HagmanJune 16, 2016 (2016-06-16) 1.01 [30] Ninja is declared public enemy number one after being groomed by Nadakhan for crimes he did not commit. Ronin offers to capture the ninja in exchange for a 'clean slate,' meaning he will undo all of the crimes, all of it. Meanwhile, Misako is occupied by Nadakhan. Ninja prepares a
plan to separate in pairs so that they can't all be arrested. In Zane's system hires Ronin and closes him, and then Lloyd captures it. After Kai and Nya find out what happened to Zane and Lloyd, Ronin comes after them and moves them into being caught in. Jay and Cole visit mega monster amusement parks, and chase them around Ronin Park and finally
capture them. The ninja is then brought into custody. Nadkhan steals the realm crystal from the labyrinth built by Cyrus Borg that Hiroshice's Called. Ninja are sending it off to A prisoner. 573 Encrypted Jens Mollardon Hegman and Kevin HagmanJune 23, 2016 (2016-06-23) 1.17[31] Ninja gets 'special treatment' in cryptium prison, and mechanic wants to use
Zain for spare parts. Nadkhan brings his crew back from other places: Flintlock, Clancy, Dunloon, Monkey's Despicable and Dogs Address. Ninja started a food battle and befriended Soto, trapped Nadakhan in the teapot of Captain Joe Tyrahn and told Ninja how to stop Nadakhan: Tiger's widow venom, and bust himself up and out of Soto Kryptarium.
Nadkhan visited the state of Djinjago Realm and discovers that when ninja cursed realm was destroyed, this realm and state began to collapse. He promised revenge on his realm and the people of the kingdom. Ninja know that the map is in a lantern aboard keeping adversity. 584 Misfortune Growing [32] Peter Haussnerdon Hagman and Kevin Hagenjun 30,
2016 (2016-06-30) 1.31 [33] Ninja police station are undercover. Nadkhan visits Jay, making him use his wishes, and he realizes that he was adopted. Sky pirates attack the city, and ninja try to stop them. Kai is caught by Nadkhan, while the rest of the ninja gets the lantern. Ground is stolen by Sky Pirates to rebuild the state of Djinjago. 595 Michael Helmuth
Hansen Hagman and Kevin Hageman on a Wish and a Prayer Jan 11, 2016 (2016-07-11) 1.15[34] Traveling to a dangerous island by other ninja boat, but during the trip, there is a lightning storm, and Zane goes under the deck and finds Himself in wishing Nadakhan. When ninja arrives, he wondered how Jay got the mansion and stylish boat, so when Cole
tells him that he saw Nadkhan, Ninja J retrieves the Tiger Widow venom, but when Nadkhan finds out that the ninja is getting the only thing that can stop him, he ambushes the ninja, but when Jay successfully gets venom, Nadkhan carried J. Coport Tele and emptied the canister with venom. With the last one being, they don't have another chance to get
another dose of venom, and Nadkhan captures Jay, but Nya suggests that Nadkhan empties the wrong canister, giving Ninja Nadkhan another chance at stopping. My diners with 606 Nadkhan held captive on the keep of The Washington Times Molardan Hegman and Kevin HagemanJuly Jan 12, 2016 (2016-07-12) 1.17[35] Unfortunately, As Jay has tested
Nadakhan does everything in his power to say his ultimate wish to break the ninja. Meanwhile, Lloyd, Nya, and Cole are stuck on Tiger Widow Island, with no way to get off, so they decided to build a raft to close. Unfortunately back on keeping, have dinner with Jay Nadakhan, telling Lightning Ninja that if a Djinn Prince/Princess Djinn marries on land, Djinn
will get prince/prince infinite desires under the law. Jay Flintlocke is saying, but Nadakhan thinks he tries telling fibs, and first friend confident him, so they decided to put Jay in a dangerous game: scrap 'n' tap. Winner gets to tap out । Nadaun convincing 'It's all desire away,' but since he's smart, Jay stays in the game, albeit losing to Monkey Jinx, Doubloon,
and Dogshank. After the match, Jay is locked in a hole with an eye injury. Clancee, being the kind-hearted one, gives the ninja some food (which he declines) and an eyelight to make the pirate look. Jay then reveals that part of his future was coming together. Then Flintlocke comes in and gives Jay the key since his speech made him realize something. After
the escape, Jay walks into Nadkhan's room, to find Djinn's blade, only to find out it was fake. Also, the sky pirates were behind Jay, making it all a plan! Police Commissioner, Detectives Simon, and Tommy, and Ronin save Nya, Lloyd, and Cole Tiger from Widow Island. The Commissioner then says it was wrong to distrust the ninja; Ronin then tells the trio
that Jay sent a message, and proceeded to save him. 617 Wishmasters Peter Hausnerdon Hagman and Kevin Hagenjuli 13, 2016 (2016-07-13) 1.11 [36] The last remaining ninja dared to infiltrate sky pirates in an attempt to save Jay and defeat Nadakhan once and for all, using film magic. Kevin and Dan suggest that Ninja 3 sneak poison on hiding himself
as Sky Pirates to keep adversity, and in addition to speaking pirate quote, lloyd, who seems terrible at talking pirates, didn't pass revealed by. They began building a raid Zeppelin, wrote his message on Blueprint Jay. Once learning to talk pirates and disguised as pirates, Ninja again proceeded to build the state of djinjago realm. Cole climbs onto the ship,
almost dropping poison. He secretly walks across the deck, using his disappearing skills. When Cole got to the drinks section, Jay comes out with a vengeful ball and series, wearing his eyes back from scrap 'n' taps. Jay asks why Cole dressed like a pirate, but avoids it. Jay then apologizes for not saying the truth at first, and Cole apologizes for not being a
better friend. Nadaun comes to find out if the inmate escaped, and attempts to find him. As he exits, Jay and Cole get this chance to get out, leaving the poison behind. When the two use Airjitzu to climb their built-in raid Zeppelin, they have been kept as prisoners, along with Lloyd and Nya. After that, Nya was invited by Nadkhan to have sweet food, but Nya
declines, saying she 'didn't have much of a sweet tooth.' Djinn says if he marries her, she will get infinite wishes. Nya then says that if she frees her friends, she will think about it. However, things get a little busy when wishes were fired up everywhere, like Lloyd being wise like Wu, Nya wasting two of her wishes, and wishing Cole that Nadakhan wasn't the
sword. Soon, Lloyd sent Jay and Nya tumbling from the clouds, leaving them the only ninja. Also, Cole and Lloyd Djinn got sucked inside the blade. 628 Last Resort Michael Helmuth Hansen Hegman and Kevin HagemanJuly 2016 (2016-07-14) 1.05[37] With only Nya and Jay remaining, they set off sets Where they feel that Nadaun will not get both there.
But, when Nadakhan forced Clancy to wish where they were, he finds that he has sailed enough oceans to be the red kelp of west Apasso present. After the Echo Zane meeting, both place to spruce up, install traps, decide to have weapons, etc., and wait for the night. However, the echo saw sky pirates approaching. During his last discussion for Jay's last
wish, Nya tells him that he wishes not to be a djinn for Nadkhan. A massive fight goes on the scene, with most of the passenger tea gone. When they found it in a different place, Jay and Nya try to talk about who goes to the portal, because it was big enough for only one. Nya tells Jay that she also saw her future: the first time she met Jay. She continues
then, saying that Jay has the last wish, and he throws him into the portal. Nya fights alone against the Pirates, but fails, and is eventually captured. 639 Operation Land! Peter HausnerDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanJuly 15, 2016 (2016-07-15) 1.20[38] When Jay Ninjago is back in town, he starts to assemble allies: Captain Soto, Skylor, Police
Commissioner, Roin, Echo Zane, and Dareth. They make a plan called Operation Land Ho, but when Bako and Squifi hear what they said, they report back to Nadkhan, warning him about Jay and others. Nya convinced Nadakhan to drop his sword, allowing Jay to hold it and enter djinn blades to save Senseni Wu, Misako and other ninjas. 6410 Peter
Hoosnerdon Hegman and Kevin Hagmanjuli May 15, 2016 (2016-07-15) 1.15 [38] When married, Nadakhan has been given the power of eternal desires. The crew discovers that Nadakhan only wants his power for hes own, so Kleins tells Jay where the Tiger Widow venom is. Nadkhan banished Clancy, Dubloon and Monkey's Vile, but Doshank and Flintlok
survive and decide to unite with ninja against Nadakhan. Jay gives Flintlock a venom dart while Ninja is confronted by Nadakhan and Nya, who has become the reincarnation of Nadakhan's true lover Dilara. Ninja attempts to get Nadkhan out in the open so he will be exposed to the Flintlock dart, and eventually they succeed in doing so. Dart hits Nadkhan but
hits Nya as well. Being the deadliest venom, it kills him, so Jay uses his ultimate wish to wish that no one had found Tyrahn's Teapot in the first place, which ended the entire events of Skybound, and also none of the ninja-result events except Jay and Nya that remember. Jay and Nya rekindle their relationship. EXCLUSIVE: Day of the Departed (2016) When
Cole Yang returns to the haunted temple, who turned him into a ghost to take revenge on what turned him into a ghost, he accidentally uses a powerful dark magic blade that spreads the spectral forms of Ninjago's greatest villains and traps himself in the temple! While Cole for his freedom Ninja will have to return his ghostly enemies to the departed realm
before Gain the power to stay forever in Ninjago! An alternative version of this episode was released to China on Jan. 31, 2017. While it mostly focuses on the same plot, there are some differences that set it apart from the English version. Title byWritten byOriginal Air dateUS viewers (millions) Day of the Departed Peter Hausnerdavid Shine October 29, 2016
(2016-10-29) 1.00 Ped off, Cole discovers that his ghostly form is fading, so he goes to Yang's temple, but accidentally opens a path to the departed realm, the ninja's old enemies (Samankai, Pithor, Kozu, Cryptor , revives Chen and Moro) through effigies in the hall of villainy. Yang orders the villain to go after ninja and take his place in the departed realm to
curse them. Cole finds that Yang is trying to resurrect himself using the crack of return. Moro, instead of fighting Wu, warns him of Yang's plan. Ninja proceeded to defeat his opponents, reunite and temple of Yang. Yang tells Cole he wanted to be immortal so he won't forget, but Cole assured Yang he would be remembered as the producer of Airjitzu. Cole
crosses through the crack and once again becomes a human. Season 7: Hands of Time (2017) Shortly after the day of the departed, Master Wu waits his old enemy Acronix to complete a battle they started 40 years ago. But Wu alone should never have encountered such a powerful enemy. Acronix hits Wu with the time punch, which causes him to start
aging fast! Acronix survives and reunites with his twin brother Krux, who has been living the past 40 years in disguise as the lovable Dr. Sander Saunders. During this time, Krux has been breeding a new slithering enemy: the Vermillion Warriors. No Not inseries. Original Air Date American audience (in millions) 651 time hand inseason title, directed by
Michael Helmuth HansenDavid Shiney written by 15 2017 (2017-05-15) December 31, 2016 (2016-12-31) 0.73[39] In the ruins of the monastery of Spinjitzu, a strange vortex opens to accept a mysterious hooded warrior who then faces Master Wu; The pair recognize each other and Wu shows that it's been 40 years since he last encountered his enemy.
Elsewhere, Misako is unloading supplies at the Temple of Airjitzu with the assistance of Ronin and Derth, while Dr. Saunders at the Ninja Museum are helping. While there, Kai and Nya find a portrait of their long-missing parents, Ray and Maya, and Ninja also discover a portrait of a battle between Wu and Garmadon and The Legendary Arm of Time, Acronix
and Krux. Acronix, which would have been Wu's mysterious enemy, has been defeated, but then restarts the battle after a time emerges from the blade vortex, causing Wu strikes with Acronix's weapon after a cosmic wave that draws the ninja to the monastery. During the ensuing fight, Acronix reveals that he knew Kai and Nya's father and then survived
after faking his demise. He then meets with Dr Saunders, who knows no one else 662 Hatchingtrale WilstrapDavid Shinejuri 7, 2017 (2017-01-07) 0.71[40] Wu, still recovering from his battle with Acronix, the ninja discovers that the hands of time were once the fundamental masters of the time that turned on their peers after the Serpentine wars. After a series
of battles, their powers were drained into four-time blades, which were then sent into the time vortex followed by Acroix and Crookes themselves. Both believed to have been destroyed, the ninja set to work unpacking his belongings at the Temple of Airjitzu, with Nya expressing some regret at leaving behind her Samurai X dress. Meanwhile, reunited Acronix
and Krux Ninjago embark on their plan to win, which includes unleashing the Sixth Tribe of Serpentine, the Vermillion Warriors, the snakes who join together inside the armor to form humanoid warriors. One is sent to kidnap Cyrus Borg at his new product launch, and two more are unleashed when ninjas arrive to save him, kidnapping Acronix and Krux Borg
after Zane tries to take him to safety. Vermilion occupies another ninja. 673 A time of betrayals, Peter Hausnerjohn Benkejani, 14, In 2017 (2017-01-14) 0.77[41] As acronics and crookes more vermilion, including commanders and generals Machia, Blanc and Ragmank, Ninja split in an effort to determine what is behind the latest threat to Ninjago, including
the abduction of various craftsmen around the city. Cole, Jay, and Nya passively take Zane back to samurai X cave in hopes of repairing him, and soon discover that Acronix is still alive and in league with Dr. Saunders. The Kai Vermilion tribe makes the same discovery after visiting Saunders at the museum with a piece of armor, as well as learning that
Saunders is Krux. The villain also claims that Moss' parents fundamentally sided with him and Acronix during his struggle with masters. Nya then survives using the time Moss comes back against the twins, but with villain Cyrus Borg using the time blade used against Acronix Wu. 684 Scavenger Michael Helmuth Hansen Thomasjanari 21, 2017 (2017-01-21)
0.77[42] Wu confesses to Misako that Acronix's attack on him at the monastery has accelerated his aging process, asking him to keep him secret, while Nya has continued his attempt to repair Zane and disappoint the P.I.X.A.L. with a lack of progress. The action lloyd tries to do with Wu for not going for him in the monastery to rally ninja out of crime, while
Kai Krux continues to struggle with claims that his parents were traitors. Vermillion raids ninjago town in search of metal, and Kai Cole and Jay takes them to face in defiance of Lloyd's orders and are joined by Ronin, Darth, Nya, and Zane, later still malfunctioning. In an effort to stop their intervention, commander and general Machia Ninjago sends a group of
Vermilion to shut down the city's power, and after a talk with Wu, Lloyd joins his peers, who succeed in restoring power. That Vermillion tribe are attacking mega-monster amusement parks, leaving ninjas to confront them, though there is some concern that the P.I.X.A.L. doesn't respond to him, while Jay notices an overhaul of Zane with the realization on his
own that the Vermillion Tribe will undoubtedly be attacked by his parents' jncard as well. 695 A Line in The Sands Trille VilstrupAdam BeechenJanuary 28, 2017 (2017-01-28) 0.77[43] Ninja, except Jay, faces off with Vermillion in the amusement park while Jay goes to his parents' aid as their scrapyard is attacked. However, the arrival of Blade a second time
changes things, with Vermillion loving technology to retrieve it- Acronix pinpoints its location using its new Borg watch, hating Brother Krux for the annoyance of his innovation. Two groups of vermillion tribes set out, manage to kidnap Jay's mother with the scrapyard group as well as steal a large supply of metal, and reach the first time blade. Its powers allow
them to hold the ninja at bay until Jay comes up with his new bike, which he's put together with help from his father. Ninja Blade succeeds in recovering and rushing on bikes and ultra sonic raider jets, but Machia and Hands of Time are determined to take it back. 706 attack Peter HausnerRyan LevinFebruary 4, 2017 (2017-02-04) 0.71[44] Returning to the
Temple of Airjiju, Jay, Cole, and Zane are giving their success in bringing the Blades back to their heads. While Lloyd anticipates vengeance from the twins at the time, Moss mulls over his parents' betrayal, and Nya continues to wonder about her missing samurai X gear. Wu gets up and supports Lloyd's fears. He recognizes a symbol branded in the tribe of
vermilion helmets that have previously been brought back. Before he can expand on it, however, Temple is attacked by the hands of time and their Vermillion Warriors. As his comrades try to fight them, Lloyd uses his dragon to attack forces on the ground, only to destroy it due to his fears. He is then unexpectedly rescued by Samurai X Mech, revealing that
the Vermillion Tribe were not responsible for the theft of Nya's equipment after all. Both mech and luck reward are shot down, and time before the hand departures succeed in capturing Blade and Wu. 717 Mystery Discovered Michael Helmuth Hansen Thomasfwari May 11, 2017 (2017-02-11) 0.93[45] With bounty ruin, ninjas are forced to take different
vehicles as they set out to locate Wu and his enemies. Cole takes the titanium glass, Jay takes his bike, Moss and Nya take their old bikes, and Lloyd and Zane use Shadow of Fate, a flying boat given to him by Misaco. Misako also reveals that Wu is aging rapidly, while Moss suggests that the mark on Vermillions' helmet is his father's blacksmith brand. She
and Nya thus set out separately to find answers. He returns to his family store and reveals a hidden chamber A strange two-blade dagger and proof that his parents are alive while he returns to the Samurai X Cave and finds the thief of his suit, which changes his voice to sound like various people such as Derth, Ronin, Misako, or Garmadon. Finally the
samurai's punishment and skill is enough that Nya agrees to relinquish his identity, although he insists on changing his color scheme to the new Samurai X; She also comes to believe that Skylor is the one in armour, but is later proven to be wrong after finding her with Moss. Meanwhile, the other four ninjas search their lab after time the twins' lair run into
many awry led by Ninjago's groove search and Skales, which suggests that Vermillion is the pure first generation child of children and great eaters. 728 Stoppages and Impressiontrile Wilstrajon Benkeferry May 18, 2017 (2017-02-18) 0.84[46] After reassembled, ninja heads are set to be born in the underground swamp where the Vermilion tribe has been
born to save captured laborers, Wu, and Cyrus Borg, while Moss is tracked down and confronted by his father. Zane, still struggling with the absence of the P.I.X.A.L., searches for Borg while Lloyd Wu goes after. Cole and Jay Carlof, Lou, and inmates including the Royal Blacksmith think. Lloyd soon finds Wu under guard by Ragmank and Blanc, who are
bemoaning Machia's recent promotion at them, and attempts to save him but fails. Cole and Jay try to save various craftsmen, while the third time blade returns to Ninjago and is obtained by Time Twins. Meanwhile, Moss confronted his father believing him to be a traitor, only stopped by his mother and Nya, and then to learn that Krux, after returning to
Ninjago alone, forced them into aiding his plans for conquest. They point out that these plans include a monstrous iron weapon known as Apocalypse, which combines Ray Blacksmith's information with Cyrus Borg technology and time blades traveling through time, which intended to use the time the twins conquered all of the time. Unfortunately, before they
can act to stop it, time the twins and their forces arrive and inform Kai and Nya that they will help them retrieve the last time blades from their hiding place. 739 Out of fire and in boiling sea Peter HausnerDavid ShayneFebruary 25, 2017 (2017-02-25) 0.85[47] Wu, Kai and Nya are forced to enter the sunken library of Hono Mizu in the boiling ocean with no
other hope of saving, a volcanic area where their parents reversed their father's dragon blades. , they add their elements to create a fusion dragon and enter the dangerous environment where they face many obstacles. Meanwhile, Lloyd and others set out to rescue Cyrus Borg, only to learn that he's rigged a self-destruction feature on Iron Apocalypse. In an
upcoming battle with the Tribe of Vermilion Warriors of Blanc and Aramunk, Ninja Samurai is joined by X, who has also arrived to save Borg Hacking into Zane's sensors. Moss and Nya succeed in retrieving the blade, only to lose it to Acronix and Krux after Ray is hit with a time punch. Kai, Nya, their parents, and Wu are then left falling to their doom, but
survive yet again by making Fusion Dragon. Time the twins return to their base, and Borg sabotaged orders after thwarting all their forces in Iron Apocalypse, which then enters a cosmic vortex with Fusion Dragon in hot pursuit. Lost in 7410 time Michael Helmuth HansenDavid ShineMarch 4, 2017 (2017-03-04) 0.75[48] Currently left, Ray and Maya Borg
meet with Samurai X, and the rest of Ninja Kai and Nya have boarded iron doom with Wu in hopes of stopping time and retrieve blades. The villain's plans are soon revealed as Iron Apocalypse comes into Ninjago's past just after the time the twins' original defeat at the hands of the seminal Masters, who are soon attacked by Vermillion. Trying their best to
reduce any damage to the past without much reason, Moss and Nya then impersonate their parents to join young Wu and his colleagues in the fight, only merging the iron apocalypse for the Vermillion Snake itself and giving it the power of speed. They soon win over previous seminal masters, resulting in a present where no technology exists and where
Ray's health continues to deteriorate as he ages fast. Moss and Nya Fusion Dragon form for attack once again, but Moss has lost after Nya leaves on an unspecified job. However, the hands of time decide to leave for the distant future so that they do not have to continue to deal with their intervention. Before having found inverted blades in the past being
hidden in his boiling sea, Nya uses it to restore Wu's health, and Moss lets them reverse time to use it, enabling them to board iron apocalypse while being bled reversed with young Wu. A battle aboard Iron Apocalypse ends with the removal of Wu's reversed blade, which sets the iron apocalypse adrift in time, and giving it to Kai and Nya, who are then
currently dropped where they are using it to save their father, only to find that Wu has been lost in time. The ninja then sets out to get rid of the blades reversed before turning his energy to Lloyd, who finds Wu to turn wherever he might be in time. Lloyd is declared the new master of ninja. Season 8: Garmden's Son (2018) After the loss of Master Wu, the
ninja, led by Master Lloyd, must protect the royal family and prevent a group from successfully reviving the sons of Lord Garmadon using three oni masks with dangerous powers. This is the first season to use character design from the Lego Ninjago movie, which has been described as the result of minor changes to the timeline since last season. No Not
inseries. Originally written by Air Date inseason title[49] American audiences (in millions) mask of 751 deception Peter HausnerDan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, and Bragi SchutJuly 1, (2017-07-01) 0.50[50] A year has passed since Master Wu was lost in time and ninja ninjago are spread across, but again the group when a powerful relic is stolen by a group
of masked criminals called Sons of Garmadon. Lloyd finds that the group has something to do with his father, Lord Garmadon. Learning about the importance of the stolen 'ony masks' they are asked to protect the royal family and their oni masks from the sons of Garamdan. 762 Jade Princess Jens Mollerdan Hagman, Kevin Hagman, and Bragi Shutjanuous
27, 2018 (2018-01-27) 0.46[51] Lloyd and Princess Harumi venture through the streets of Ninjago city. Meanwhile, Cole suggests the castle has been rigged with bombs. Just then, The Ultra Violet and the mysterious Mr. E-led Garmden's son Attack the Palace for stealing ony masks. Hutchins helps Lloyd and Harumi escape with the mask through a secret
tunnel, but stays behind. Lloyd and Harumi flee but are attacked by The Sons of Garmden, who manages to steal ony masks. Returning to the prize of fortune, Lloyd and Harumi reunite with other ninjas who reveal to them that they are the only ones who have managed to escape the destruction of the castle. 773 The Oni and the Dragontrile Wilstrapden
Hegman, Kevin Hagman, and Bragi Schtaper 30, 2018 (2018-04-30) 0.53[52] allows Ninja Harumi to stay with him on the bounty. The story of Lloyd and Jay Oni and the realm of dragons is mistakenly told and that the sons of Garmadon plan to use ready masks to survive Garmadon. Meanwhile, Cole and Zane manage to get Luke Cunningham to tell them
the location of the sons of Garmadon Hangouts. They hide themselves but Cole has blown the cover and he's captured, while Zane snakes as Jaguar maintains his cover and earns Ultra Violet and Mr. E, prompting them to bring him to The Big Man. 784 Snake Jaguar Michael Helmuth Hansenan Hagman and Kevin Hagmanme 7, 2018 (2018-05-07)
0.58[53] Zane, undercover as snake jaguar, is brought into the sons of Garmadon's hideout in the subway, where he meets Killow, the big man, who is responsible with accepting new members and who challenges Zane for a bike race. Before the race, Zane meets Cole in a cell and learns that the leader of the sons of Garmadon is the cool one name. Cole
survived with a child believed to be the key to the final Oni mask. The race begins, but Killow is called by Ultra Violet, who tells him that snake Jaguar is a ninja. Garmadon's son attacks Zen. Mr. E. Zane runs after and as they approach a cliff, they jump off their bikes. Much to Zane's surprise, Mr E is then revealed to be a Nindroid. 795 dead man's squall By
Frederick BudolphBragi SchutMay 14, 2018 (2018-05-14) 0.48[54] After a battle with Mr. E, Zane is seriously injured and left in the desert until the ninja finds him. While looking after baby Cole found, they have discovered their blanket is a map for the primitive eye, where the Oni mask may be located. Meanwhile, a device Mr. Zane makes placed inside The
way to power supply, cutting power throughout the ship. P.I.X.A.L. shows herself having samurai X before her hacked mech strikes. He removes himself from it, causing him to fall off the ship, but Lloyd and Harumi also fall using the map as parachutes. Meanwhile, Zane wakes up and destroys the spider, but the bounty crashes into the woods. Lloyd and
Harumi venture into Primaval's eye to find the final oni mask. 806 Cool One Jens Mollerbregi Shutmay 21, 2018 (2018-05-21) 0.45[55] While Lloyd and Harumi venture deep into Primaval's eye, the other ninja attempts to recover the reward and discover that the kid is Wu, who is recovering from the power of the reversal time-blade. Also, while attempting to
reboot in, they discover that the cool one is Harumi, but garmadon's sons are stopped by the attack. Meanwhile, Harumi and Lloyd find a boat and use it to travel along a river, but a huge underwater creature, which are attacked by boat ships. They manage to escape from the monster and fall down the waterfall, where they find the Oni temple. 817 Mask
Playtrile Wilstrapden Hagman and Kevin Hagmanmay 22, 2018 (2018-05-22) 0.58 [56] Lloyd and Harumi entered the Oni Temple and, after going through some pictures depicting Oni and Trap, both eventually find oni masks. However, after Harumi Lloyd tells to take it, she realizes that she is the cool one. He eventually defeats Harumi in the fight, but he
grabs the Onny mask and uses it to defeat Lloyd, before leaving Temple. Meanwhile, the ninja has been plucked by the sons of Garmden, who has captured the bounty and used it to reach the Oni Temple, but they manage to break free. As Ninja and Garmadon's son prepare to fight, they're attacked by underwater monsters. Garmadon's son is all left
aboard the bounty with Oni Masks and Lloyd rushing, while dealing with other ninja monsters. Fear on arrival 828 Michael Helmuth HansenOn Hegman, Kevin Hagman, and Bragi Shutmay 23, 2018 (2018-05-23) 0.39 [57] Return to The Ninjago and arrive at the police station to seek help in stopping the sons of Garmadan's plan. Meanwhile, Garamdan's
sons bring Lloyd to the Temple of Resurrection, where there will be a ceremony to revive Garmdan. Harumi explains that she captured Lloyd's mother Misako, as she needs both to revive Garmden. At night, ninja sneaks inside the temple while Harumi opens a portal to the departed realm and summons Garmadon. Ninja manages to use Spinjiju to close the
portal and defeat The Sons of Garmden. However, the ceremony is complete, allowing Garmadon to return to Ninjago. Note: Harumi's watch has turned in this episode 839 true potential Jens MollerDan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, and Bragi SchutMay 24, 2018 (2018-05-24) 0.57[58] Lord Garmdan returns to Ninjago and releases all the imprisoned sons of
Garonmad and Harmi encourages him to achieve his true By conquering your son. Ninja know Garmadon has taken over kryptarium prison and heads there to confront him, but Lloyd, believing he's destined to fight his father alone, locks the other ninja on reward. Upon arriving in prison, Lloyd faces his father and two fights, while Garmden's sons broadcast
everything in front of all the people of Ninjago. After throwing Lloyd out of jail, Garmden unlocks his true potential and leaves Ninjago to take over the city. 8410 Big Trouble, Little Ninjagotrille Wilstrapden Hagman and Kevin HagemanMay 25, 2018 (2018-05-25) 0.55[59] Ninja Lloyd feels and manages to save him, at the expense of his primordal powers.
Garmadon Ninjago arrives in town and four of ninjas receive a package from Mistaké and create a stone giant Garmadon, leave to fight the colossus. Lloyd runs with Wu, but Harumi runs in. Other ninjas make it to the reward and come in time to rescue Wu but not Lloyd, who is captured by Harumi. Colossus shows and crushes the prize while Harumi Lloyd
forces to watch, but use the four ninja packages, discover it being traveller tea and find himself in the realm of Oni and Dragons. Season 9: Hunting (2018) While Lloyd and Nya opposed Emperor Garmadon's oppressive grip on Ninjago City, young Wu and the rest of the Ninja are trapped in a barbaric realm where fierce dragons are being hunted down by
their gang of iron barons and dragon hunters. Should Lloyd Ninjago endure in town, others need to find the fabled Dragon Armor if they ever hope to get back home to stop Emperor Garmadon once and for all. No Not inseries. Originally written by Air Date directed by inseason title [60] American audiences (in millions) 851 FirstbournePeter Hausner
HagDaneman and Kevin HagemanJune 30, 2018 (2018-06-30) 0.45[61] It has been a week since newly-styled Emperor Garmadon seized control of Ninja Citigo amid chaotic, tyrannical rule, as an underground resistance begins, led by Nya and Lloyd. Meanwhile, in the first realm, the other ninja with a baby Wu find himself shipwrecked. Striving to ensure
their existence, they soon discover that they are not alone, in scope.. । 862 Iron &amp; Stone Michael Helmuth HansensAugust 11, 2018 (2018-08-11) 0.45[61] The mysterious tribe that captured Kai, Jay and Zen, named Dragon Hunters, takes them to their leader, Iron Baron, who seems convinced that ninjas are Oni and killed ultra dragon. They are taking
to a dangerous area and made for a dragon battle. In a bid to help his friends, Cole and Wu go undercover as dragon hunters. In Ninjago, Garmadon destroys Mr. E for failing to capture Lloyd, while with the fundamental owner, Mistaké, Lloyd discovers that his friends are in the realm of Oni and dragons and joining the resistance, and want to inspire Lloyd to
regain his power and next to his golden power. 873 Radio Free Ninjagogens Mollardon Hegman and Kevin HagmanAugust 2018 (2018-08-11) 0.45[61] Mistaky Mistake Lloyd inspired people to find his voice, convincing him to circulate a message. In the first realm, Kai, Jay, and Zane have been captured and imprisoned in Dieselnaut and are being used as
bait for that night's dragon hunting. Cole and Wu, still disguised, join the hunt and learn about Firstbourne's dragon, the leader mother and queen of all dragons, who wield all the elements. Meeting with imprisoned ninjas, Cole assured them they would find a way out of their plight, for us, and dragons. 884 How to Make Dragon Trile Wilstrapbragi Shutaugust
11, 2018 (2018-08-11) 0.45 [61] Ninja is transported to the village of Dragon Hunter. Planning to escape, they resolve to create a fake Firstbourne with Cole and Wu. The resistance, led by a newly inspired Lloyd, bequeathed the strategy for overthrowing Garmadon. Derth, feeling excluded due to a lack of fundamental power, refuses to help Mistake get
'brown power'. 895 Gilded Path Michael Helmuth HansensAugust 18, 2018 (2018-08-18) 0.50 [62] leads an attack on the secret headquarters of the Harumi Resistance. Now sundered, and living in slums, those remaining discover a mystery about Mistaké. Ninja, now free of predator, wake up to find a now-teenage Wu remembering more about his past.
Finding an unlikely ally in heavy metal, the iron baron's second-in-command, who discovers himself to be a woman named Faith, leads Wu's group to look for legendary dragon armor, which will help them control Firstbourne's dragon, save the realm and return to Ninjago. 906 Two Lies, a Veritd Jens Molardan Hegman and Kevin HagemanAugust 18, 2018
(2018-08-18) 0.50[62] Mistake shows his true origins for resistance and teaches Lloyd that he must change one last time in the great leader he is destined to become. Meanwhile, Emperor Garmadon embraces Harumi as his daughter of darkness and sends him to capture Lloyd, but he ends up being captured himself. Continuing on their journey with
confidence through the desert, the team ventures into the Oni area, where they discover that all ony have long gone, as well as a map showing dragon armor is inside Firstbourne's nest. 917 Weakest LinkTrille VilstrupDan Hageman and Kevin HagemanAugust 18, 2018 (2018-08-18) 0.50[62] Faith Ninja teaches vengeful harpoon and wu to use a dragon ride,
but when they are found by dragon hunters who capture faith, Wu and Ninja are forced to continue their journey. Meanwhile, in Ninjago, the resistance keeps Harumi hostage at his hideout and to come up with a plan to have Mystaké disguised as him and Skylor as a prisoner goes to the Garmadon base so that Skylor can borrow his powers and thus be able
to control the colossus. However, things don't go as good as the plan when Harumi survives and Garmadon goes for warnings. 928 Faith Saving Michael Helmuth Hansen and Eggbergdon Hagman and Kevin Hegman August 25, 2018 (2018-08-25) 0.34[63] After trying to defend Ninja and Wu get captured. Faith shows the iron baron's lie to other dragon
hunters, while Wu's age will come up to a young adult and all his memories. He makes a deal with the iron trader who, in exchange for Dragon Armor, promises to send the ninja back home. In Ninjago, after being discovered, Mistaky reveals and confronts his true ony nature from Summerdon, allowing Skyler to borrow his powers and escape while he is
possibly killed. Skylar struggles with Garmadon over the king's control, but that poison ends and the colossus accidentally destroys a building full of people. Harumi goes inside and saves a family, but the building collapses and dies. It's annoyed, who swears to destroy Lloyd and the entire Ninjago city. 939 Lesson for a Master Jens Molerbregi SchutAugust
25, 2018 (2018-08-25) 0.34[63] After Harumi's death, Garmadon begins to destroy the entire Ninjago town with angry colossus, while Lloyd and others head to a more remote side of town, waiting for Wu and other ninjas to return. They run into Ultra Violet, whom Nya has a fight with and gets injured, but they manage to defeat her and continue her path. In
the realm of Oni and Dragons, Dragon Hunter ninja and faith continue to realize that the Iron Giants showed their true colors and only cared about themselves. Meanwhile, Wu Firstbourne takes the iron baron into dragon's nest, where he dons dragon armor. However, Firstbourne senses evil in her and attacks, trapping her in molten rock and leaving her to
die. Wu then finds Armor and becomes the Golden Dragon Master, riding back to Firstbourne Ninja and Dragon Hunter. Faith decided to stay here to lead the hunter and try to make the realm a better place, while Wu and Ninja each ride a dragon back home.. । Back to Ninjago! 9410 Green Destiny Peter Hausnerdon Hagman and Kevin Hagenaugust 25,
2018 (2018-08-25) 0.34[63] Wu and Char Ninja are finally back home and reunion with their friends. Nya and Darth takes Skylor to safety while Moss, Jay, Zane, and Cole save civilians and fight the colossus, and confront Lloyd and Wu Garmadon. Other collaborators of the original Masters and Ninja escape the cryptorium prison and help the ninja defeat the
king, while Garmden defeats Wu and Firstbourne Dragon, leaving only Lloyd to fight him. After understanding that the fight is what gives Garmadon his powers, Lloyd stops fighting him and just opposes him instead, the silent fist, which causes Garmadon to gradually lose all his powers and Lloyd by using the art of restoring his and next is his golden power.
However, although Garmadon has finally lost, he warns Lloyd that his powers were only strong enough to prevent some dark forces from attacking Ninjago, and now that they are gone, they will come and destroy everything. After the battle, the colossus is destroyed and all the sons of Garmadan, including Garmden, are arrested; Stands by Moss who gets
back to general health is woken up and restored after his health; And the people of Ninjago celebrate ninja and his colleagues. After some time, Lloyd meets with Wu, now back to his normal age, who tells him that Firstbourne and other dragons will have to return to the realm first, and will only come back when they need it again. Lloyd then tells Wu about his
father's warning and, after learning that all ony have previously gone from the realm, concludes that they mean Oni, and that they are coming. Fold band Appear as Lego Band Singing Weekend Alerts. Season 10: March of the Oni (2019) The Oni Is Coming... As the monstrous darkness descends on the realm of Ninjago, the time has come for our heroes to
rise again and protect the country that all masters of Spinjitzu call home. It's a world full of rich history and heritage, and it's from here where our ninja heroes must unlock an even greater power to defeat the darkness that's leading them. What could these shape-changing dark forces be, why do they want to destroy Ninjago, and how can they be defeated?
While only four episodes, being the shortest season in Ninjago, have also been optionally edited in a feature-length television film in the United States, spanning 90 minutes. No Not inseries. The original air date inseason title (in millions) directed by American audiences comes dark 951 per RisagerBragi SchutApril during 19, 2019 (2019-04-19) 0.44[64] Lloyd
visits Garmadan in cryptorium prison, which tells him that darkness, which is to destroy all places, is soon to come to Ninjago, while Cole , Zen and P.I.X.A.L. go to the port to receive a prize. They are surprised to know that the bounty has been remade. Faith, who has been seriously injured, arrives at the monastery and warns Wu and the rest of the ninja
about darkness. Ninja Cryptarium decides to free Garmadan from the gel. In 962 breach Peter Hausnerbragi Schtpril 19, 2019 (2019-04-19) 0.44[64] freed Lord Garmden from cryptium prison, surrounded by ninja doubts, especially Lloyd. After an agitated battle result in the return of Gardon's powers, Lloyd and Garmadon enter a cloud of darkness in an
effort to stop the invasion. After facing a pair of oni, both scopes reach crystals, but it is too late, as the leaders of Oni are released on Omega, Ninjago. 973 The Folfredrick Budolfbragi Schtpril 19, 2019 (2019-04-19) 0.44[64] While Lloyd and Garmden try to avoid Oni, P.I.X.A.L. Prepares to enter the dark to save them. Meanwhile, ninjas tend to call a crisis,
but Cole ends up falling into the dark. Garmadon and Lloyd receive the golden master's armor, and Nya Moss tells she should melt the armor back into golden arms. 984 Interpeter Hausnerbragi Schtpril 19, 2019 (2019-04-19) 0.44[64] Ninja in the final stand between him and Oni Return to the monastery. Kai Kai Golden weapons to help the team fight ony. In
the midst of the battle, the dark-escaped Cole also returns to the monastery. Ninja, Wu and Garamdon eventually use the whirlwind of construction to defeat Oni. Lloyd sees his grandfather master spinjitzu first in a vision, and after his recovery, ninja and his colleagues celebrate his victory by placing hands together on the monastery wall. Season 11: The
Mystery of The Forbidden Spinjitzu (2019-20) Basking in the glory of its 6-month-old triumph, Ninja explore a mysterious pyramid to embark on a new adventure — just for a little light comfort and recovery, of course. But has success silenced our heroes in a false sense of security? When ninja accidentally sets an ancient threat loosely called pyro wiper,
nothing could ever prepare them for the mayhem that follows. This season sees the length of the episode change from 22 to 11 minutes, as well as Wildbrain Studios replacing Will Film Apps as the show's animation company. These changes cause many to think that this is the start of a new show that takes place 6 months after the Master reboot of the
Spinjitzu series when Season 11 10. Also on Netflix it's listed as a new series, while being the same series as Spinjitzu's Masters. No Not inseries. Original Air Date written by American audiences directed by Inseason title (in millions) Fire Chapter 991 Ruined True Potentialweed Crossbragie Shutjune 22, 2019 (2019-06-22) 0.31[65] Became complacent in
the wake of his victory over Oni, enjoying ninja life, playing video games, sleeping, and soaking in a hot tub (fashioned from one of the monastery's heavy bells). Unfortunately, this behavior quickly grows tedious and is confronted by ninja master Wu, who accused him of not taking his duties seriously. Ninja denies this, and Wu decided to put them to the test
with booby traps and a series of pranks intended to test their reflexes and skills. Among the more dangerous challenges, ninjas must catch a dangerous breed of chicken that grows wild in the hills around the monastery. Put shame by the chicken, the ninja finally realized: Wu is right. They have softened. They decide to take on a new quest to get back into
ninja-shaped. Questingian IfeBragi SchutJune 22 for 1002 Quest 22, 2019 (2019-06-22) 0.30[65] To realize they have become soft, the ninja searches for a search to reignite his Spinjitzu training and try to cooperate with the police in fighting crime; Unfortunately, the city of Ninjago is enjoying a period of rare tranquils. Left hope, Ninja Clutch's decision to
learn about Powers' recent discovery and go search with her. Note: This is the 100th episode of the series overall. 1013 A Rocky Startshen Poetterbragi Shutjune 29, 2019 (2019-06-29) 0.32[66] Ninja proceeded to his quest in the desert of doom, but is attacked by an ancient giant scarb beetle along the way. Eventually, they To avoid this, but are stranded in
the middle of the desert. 1024 The Belly of the Beestweed Crossbragy Shutjune 29, 2019 (2019-06-29) 0.31 [66] To repair land-bounty, ninja must retrieve an important engine component swallowed by giant beetles. Zane decides to swallow himself, and once he's got the ingredient, Ninja pulls him back with a rope. Then, they fix the land-bounty and escape
from the beetle. 1035 Fisbootraps and How to Survive ThemDaniel IfeBragi SchutJuly 6, 2019 (2019-07-06) 0.22[67] Ninja Clutch powers to persuade them to enter the ancient pyramid with them and they survive many booby traps along the way. However, they accidentally release Aspheera from her grave, and she brings the Pyro wiper to life and ninja
entombs. He then leads his forces toward Ninjago City, looking for a treacherous fraudster. This episode Lego: The Adventures of Clutch Powers 1046 The News Never Sleeps Shane Poertkarbragi Shutjuli 6, 2019 (2019-07-06) 0.19[67] Nelson teams up with a crossover with Antonia on his first day as a paperboy. While trying to deliver papers around an
unruly by Pyro Wiper Ninjago City, they get a message that ninja is in trouble. Nelson persuades Antonia to help warn Master Wu. Note: This is the first episode of the show that does not feature ninja in any way. 1057 Ninja vs Lava Wade Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJuly 13, 2019 (2019-07-13) 0.41[68] Ninjas are trapped in the pyramid and try to
escape, but encroach on lava and traps along the way. They soon understand that their lack of coordination as a team could prove fatal and work together to avoid the pyramids. However, when things become very difficult, ninja has to be given a p.i.a.l. is saved by, which tells them about the attack of pyro wipers in ninjago city. 1068 Snaketastrophy Daniel
IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJuly 13, 2019 (2019-07-13) 0.35[68] While Pyro Wipers attack Ninjago City, reporters newscast the incident known as Snaketastry. Meanwhile, Aspheera learns of the forbidden scroll of Spinjitzu and goes off to the Ninjago Museum of History while reaching Ninja City and battles the Pyro Wiper. 1079 Powerless Shane
Poetkarkevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJuly 20, 2019 (2019-07-20) 0.24[69] Recover the crowd at the Ninja Museum before it falls into the hands of Aspheera, but they arrive at the fight for the same time and scroll. Its power surpasses Lloyd's, but Aspheera receives scrolls and ninja traps. Moss, a fan named Jake, now powerless, never inspires to give up
and save his friends. 10810 Ancient History Wade Crossbragi Shutjuli 20, 2019 (2019-07-20) 0.27 [69] While Aspheera pursues revenge on the treacherous fraudster who betrayed him, ninja go underground seeking serpentine. There, they make a discovery to make them believe to be treacherous fraudsters, but Wu let them right to disclose themselves
There is one. 10911 Never Trust a One IfeBragi SchutJuly 27, 2019 (2019-07-27) 0.24 [70] Wu and Garmadon decide to visit the Forbidden Serpentine Valley, a peace break, and captured by the serpentine, but are released by Aspheera with the promise of teaching him the secrets of Spinjitzu. Wu keeps his promise and teaches him, but he uses the power
to take on his tribe. Both brothers use the scroll of The Forbidden Spinjitzu to overthrow Aspheera, which is entombed for his actions. Shane PoettckerKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJuly 27, 2019 (2019-07-27) 0.23[70] Master Wu learned having learned the treacherous fraudster, ninja find himself under siege in the monastery, trying to protect Wu from
Aspheera. Pyro wiper manages to enter the monastery, but ninja, P.I.X.A.L., and Wu are hiding in the underground base. 11113 Explorers Clubweed Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattAugust 3, 2019 (2019-08-03) 0.32 [71] Learn about the second scroll of spinzizzu's location prohibited from other ninja clutch powers and break into the Explorer Club to
achieve this, running afoul of the club's manager and harassing club members. Finally, they received scrolls but wreck havoc at the club. 11214 Vengeance is mine! Daniel IfeBragi SchutAugust 3, 2019 (2019-08-03) 0.27[71] Aspheera breaks into underground base and confronts Wu, but ninjas arrive with the second scroll and fight him. Zane eventually
defeats her, but she manages to strike him with his scrolls. Although Ninja believes Zane is dead, Wu shows From Aspheera, who has been imprisoned, that Zane is exiled into a distant and remote realm never called the realm. 11315 A cold bye Shane Poitkarrgi SchutAugust 10, 2019 (2019-08-10) 0.29[72] learned Zane is not dead from Aspheera but has
never been exiled into the realm, Master Wu ready to go after him but want the ninja to come along. When he denies, they take matters into their own hands and defy it. However, Wu uses the scroll of forbidden spinjiju to prevent ninja from leaving. However, ninjas defeat him and never go into the realm himself, before Wu warns them that there is no way
back - the reason it's never called the realm. Ice Chapter 11416 The Never-Realm Wade Crossbragi SchutDecember 14, 2019 (2019-12-14) 0.37[73] Ninjas never reach the realm and try to find shelter, while wolves attack them, but villagers save them and take them to their village. One of them tells the ninja about the ice emperor and Zain is in the
emperor's palace. Meanwhile, Vex, the consultant, tells the emperor that strangers have come and prepares to attack the ninja. 11517 Fire Maker Daniel IfeBragi SchutDecber 14, 2019 (2019-12-14) 0.37 [73] Ninja and Rural Blizzard prepare to fight samurai. While fighting Lloyd and Cole realized that some of them are made of ice and some were corrupt
people. The Grimfax hearth extinguishes the fire. However, Blizzard to Samurai After, Moss tries to make fire, is, By believing in himself his fundamental powers and hearth succeeds in restoring fire, the title fire maker achieves. 11618 An unlikely ally Shane Poetkarbragi Shutdeber 21, 2019 (2019-12-21) 0.34[74] Ninja helps villagers build weapons in case
of blizzard samurai return. Lloyd begins his journey to Ice Castle with titan mech tracker that Nya gives him to find it. In his street, he's attacked by wolves, but one of them forces them to retreat. Later, Lloyd Blizzard gets ambushed by samurai, but he successfully escapes them. He comes into the land bounty, it looks damaged by the freeze. The wolf that
compels others to overcome follows the awkwardness and lives with him. The tracker is detecting mech, giving Lloyd hope to find Zane. 11719 Absolute Worst Wade Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattDecember 21, 2019 (2019-12-21) 0.34[74] When Ultra Violet learns that ninja has gone missing, he and the mechanic plan to escape. On the way to
escape, they start discussing who the worst ninja is. They are soon interrupted by Fugi-Dove, a notorious criminal. They keep talking along the route. Once they have survived, the PIXAL catches them and they are thrown back into their cells. Note: This episode partly uses 2D animated style. 11820 MessagesDaniel IfeBragi SchutDecember 28, 2019 (2019-
12-28) 0.46[75] Never back into the realm, Cole was telling the story of Wu and Zane facing Aspheera. Meanwhile, Lloyd and the Reds were looking for Titan Mech. An eagle appears and attacks them. Lloyd and Red enter a cave for safety. They realise that Titan Mech was held there. Lloyd finds a message from Zane, he repairs the mech, and finally he
and red heads out. 11921 passenger tree Shane PoettckerKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattDecember 28, 2019 (2019-12-28) 0.46[75] Cole decided to climb a mountain to have a great passenger tree where he encounters a yety which he has to fight. 12022 Craig's lamented Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJanuary 4, 2020 (2020-01-04) 0.42[76] Jay
and Nya Cole were heading to the mountain to find. Cole ends up in a cave where Krag was. He realizes that Krag didn't want to hurt him. Krag Cole shows where the passenger is the tree and they find it. Jay and Nya meet Cole, who tells them that Craig wanted to help her. Mystery of 12123 Wolf Daniel IfeBragi SchutJanuary 4, 2020 (2020-01-04) 0.42[76]
Lloyd and Reds take on their journey to find Zane. Meanwhile, a lightning bolt strikes, unleashing a robot. Red was hurt so Lloyd took him somewhere safe, but when Lloyd wakes up a girl named Akita comes out of nowhere and tries to tell Lloyd he's only a shapeshifter. The last of the 12224 formalings Daniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJanuary 11,
2020 (2020-01-11) 0.43 tells his story to Akita Lloyd. Akita and Katru to get their shapes Go, and they both find them. Meanwhile, boreal, wax and ice emperors freeze the entire village. When Akita and Katru arrive, arrive, Freezes the Katru. Note: This episode partly uses 2D animated style. 12325 My enemy, my friend Wade Crossbragi SchutJanuary 11,
2020 (2020-01-11) 0.43 Boral strikes again and ice gives waste to the village of Fisher, forcing Ninja Lloyd to go after. Lloyd and Akita seem to take on their journey to zane. But they get interrupted by Boreal and Lloyd and Akita. Lloyd got hurt, and they take him to the Ice Palace and show the ice emperor, who is revealed to be Zane. 12426 Caju Protocol
Daniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJanuary May 18, 2020 (2020-01-18) 0.38 back in Ninjago City, Wu and P.I.X.A.L. Never-attempt to locate the realm and accidentally unleash Preeentmin. Now the P.I.X.A.L. has to send him back to the departed realm. The episode also includes an international with Legends of Cheema. 12527 Corruption Shane
PoettckerBragi SchutJanuary 18, 2020 (2020-01-18) 0.38 Vex, bitter and seeking revenge from his enemies, meets Zane, who has never come into the realm and has lost all of his memories. He moves Zane into believing he is the ruler of the realm with ice emperor, Vex, being his trusty adviser. Inspired by Vex, Zane uses the Scroll of Forbidden Spinjitzu to
brutally punish Vex's enemies and never takes over the realm, placing it under an eternal winter. 12628 A fragile hope Wade Crossmate Chato HillJanuary 25, 2020 (2020-01-25) 0.49 Discovered the terrible truth of Zane's fate, Lloyd tries to help him remember his true identity, but Vex persuades him in believing Lloyd is a liar. Lloyd has been locked in
dungeons, where he meets Katru, Akita's brother, who has long been held captive. When all hope seems lost, Grimfax frees them up, believing Lloyd's story and offering the team with them. Meanwhile, other ninjas are attacked by wolves, but prevail when they find the land reward and repair it. 12729 Once and for all Shane PoettckerBragi SchutJanuary 25,
2020 (2020-01-25) 0.49 Nya, J, Cole, and Kai Boral face off, while Lloyd snows face the Emperor himself. Meanwhile, Katru and Grimfax try to stop the ice force from meeting Lloyd. As Akita wanted revenge, she went to find the ice emperor and tried to kill her. 12830 Jagritishen Poitkarbargi Shutafari 1, 2020 (2020-02-01) 0.39 helps Lloyd Zain regain his
memories. Akita is reunited with Katru, and ninjas are all reunited. They return to Ninjago city. Season 12: Prime Empire (2020) In the promoted video game, Prime Empire, you can be whatever you want to be. Jay, the ever-avid gamer, can't wait to start the game. But when hundreds of players, and Jay, suddenly start to disappear without a trace, ninjas
need to go inside the game and find out who is playing untiring. Now they must compete in the thrill and tough game world, winning all three key-taunts – and only then can they face the evil Unagami. Do they reach the final level And can beat the game? No Not inseries. Inseason title originally written by Air Date American Audience (directed in ( in 1291
Would you like to enter Prime Empire? Wade Crossleasha Brophy and Scott Milesjuli May 19, 2020 (2020-07-19) 0.28[77] Mechanic and his henchmen infiltrate an old electronics warehouse in search of a mysterious motherboard. Arrive to learn about ninja theft and thwart attack. But they're totally in the dark as to what the mechanic wants with it, so they
head to the mechanic's headquarters in search of clues. There, Ninja gets a legendary, unrelied arcade game called Prime Empire. Realizing the game is missing a motherboard, Jay inserts the motherboard and sports shoes. While Jay plays the game, the other ninja mechanic makes his way to the private office where they intercept a phone call intended for
the mechanic. It's a mysterious new villain called Unagami, for which the mechanic seems to be working. Meanwhile, Jay accidentally runs an energy pulse that converts all arcade games in Ninjago City into prime Empire arcade games. 1302 Dior Island Daniel IfeAlisha Brophy and Scott MilesJuly 19, 2020 (2020-07-19) 0.23[78] When ninja reveals that Jay
has disappeared in arcade games, they interrogate the mechanic, learn who the mysterious Unagami is and how they can get Jay back. But the mechanic refuses to speak anything. When they're in the police station, they learn from the commissioner that something strange ninjago has affected all arcade games in town, turning them into prime empire
people. Fearing that whoever plays them will disappear like Jay, the ninja commissioner urges the cabinets to pull out of arcade games. As police rush to follow, Ninja Dior Heads Off to Island, an island outside Ninjago City, where they hope to find Milton Dyer, creator of Prime Empire. On Dior Island, ninjas instead meet Bob The Apprentice, who used to
work for Dior. Bob explains that Prime Empire worked for a project that was shut down by company Dior because it was so dangerous, and that Milton Dyer vowed to take revenge on the gaming industry later. Ninja then concludes that Dior should be Unagami. 1313 level Thirteenshen Poeatkarlisha Brophy and Scott MilesJuli 19, 2020 (2020-07-19) 0.22
[79] More and more people are disappearing in Ninjago city, while ninja prime empires scramble to unlock the secrets of arcade games. They decide to take the game to Cyrus Borg, hoping he can help explain programming to them and release all the players who have been taken (including Jay). Meanwhile, the mechanic and his henchmen are resting in
Kryptarium prison when the prison's security system start acting. Unagami hacks the security system and releases the prisoners, ordering them to bring back the Prime Empire arcade game from ninja. Mechanic, Ultra Violet, and Captain Soto escape, rush to Borg Tower and launch their attack, fighting their way past the building's security system to reach
the 100th floor. Borg Ninja explains that there is only one way to release stranded players - To stop the outgoing. Cole plays arcade games and tries to reach thirteen levels. He does it successfully, and enters the ninja game. 1324 Superstars Rockin J. Wade Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJuly 19, 2020 (2020-07-19) 0.23[80] Ninja Prime Empire
materializes inside and go on the run immediately when they discover a squadron of red balcony waiting for them! They're followed through a market by red balconies and are cornered. Fortunately, a group of rebels called the League of Jays comes to protect them. Ninjas are initially confused, but soon discovers that during Jay's time in the game, he
accumulates after fans who have devoted themselves to his teachings. League of Jayus helps ninja escape from red balcony and leads them to Scott, race car mechanic. As they cross the market, ninjas make many discoveries. They learn that their ninja skills do not work in this digital world. Skills can only be bought or earned by playing the game. They
then learn that they have four lives, and when they lose those people, they will be converted into energy cubes and whisked away by flying drones. 1335 I'm Okino Daniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattJuly 26, 2020 (2020-07-26) 0.23[81] Okino is a serious, duty-bound samurai warrior who is unaware that Prime Empire is a sport because he is part of it.
His job is to lead players through the three threats of terra do - a forest of discontent, a labyrinth of hysteria and a labyrinth of red pythons where the first key warp is located. Unfortunately, the game is rigged to be almost impossible and Okino quickly thwarts his master, who is dematerialized in cubes of energy. As more and more masters are cubed, Okino
begins to lose confidence in his abilities. One day Okino meets another samurai like himself who is more successful in keeping his master alive. Okino internalizes this as a mistake of his own so he trains and pushes himself as never before. Despite all his efforts, he loses more Masters. Okino prepares to leave his responsibilities when a final group of
passengers arrives, asking for his help. It's ninja. 1346 Disturbances Poertkargi SchutJuly 26, 2020 (2020-07-26) 0.23[82] Samurai Guide, Okino, leads the ninja in the first of the deadly challenges of TerraGan: a forest of discontent, made of deep, deep woods, full of booby-traps. As ninjas fight their way through, they begin to lose their lives, but with the



help of Okino, they survive and reach the middle of the forest. There, they are ambushed by strange mice, but ninjas are able to fight them. Lloyd ties the leader, a rat named Richie. In order to purchase his release, Richie tells Lloyd that he knows about a glitch in the game, which will allow ninja booby to bypass the rest of the trap and reach the other side of
the jungle. Okino soon discovers prime empire is not a real place, only a simulation and he's part of it. Lloyd releases Richie, Joe To Ninja Guide and and An ambush by a red balcony. Okino comes to their rescue and helps ninja escape. 1357 Hysteria's rocked crossbragi SchutAugust 2, 2020 (2020-08-02) 0.14 [83] Ninjas arrive at the rocks of hysteria
where they meet devious, a merchant who runs a table at the base of rocks. Devious Ninja sells some battling hooks and rope. Unfortunately, ninjas don't have enough money to buy the rope of supreme durability and instead opt for a rope of dubious integrity. Worse, as they are buying rope, they are seen by one of the Unagami aerial drones. A squadron of
red balconies quickly arrives and rocks the ninja chases. The ninja, who only has ropes, must climb while the red balcony has jet boots and are able to catch up quickly. During the ensuing battle, Cole nearly lost, but Moss, who makes a daring leap behind the flying drone and uses drones to blast red Visors, is rescued at the last minute. They learn that
Anagami Ninjago is using energy cubes to create a portal in the city. 1368 Red Dragon's Labyrinth Daniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattAugust 2, 2020 (2020-08-02) 0.17[84] As Ninja and Okino approach the maze of Red Dragon, Unagami uses his control over the prime empire to briefly pause all players except Okino. He appears in front of Okino,
urges Okino to cheat the ninja and not help them against the creepy red dragon waiting ninja in the heart of the maze. If Okino betrays them, The Ungamous promises to bring him into the real world. He then disappears and restores the ninja back to normal. Reach into the heart of the ninja maze and find yourself outdone by the red dragon, and appeal to
Okino for help. Okino struggles with his decision but can't cheat ninja in good conscience. He defies his creator, Unagami, and the ninja helps defeat the red dragon by revealing his weakness: a scale on his chest. Defeat ninja dragon and jay delivers final blow. The red dragon changes color and disappears into a amulet. Ninja then continues his search. 1379
one step ahead, Two steps back Shane Poietza Brophy and Scott MilesAugust 9, 2020 (2020-08-09) 0.20 [85] After receiving the first key-warp, Ninja Prime enters empire's game zone, terra technica's second, where they learn that the second key-warp can only be won by a dangerous race called Speedway Five-Billion. Ninja realizes that they don't have
enough game credits to enter the race, but earn credit by winning a dance competition. Ninja appeal for Scott to help get 13810 racer satweed crossbragi SchutAugust 9, 2020 (2020-08-09) 0.21[86] 5 race cars. Scott shows them his junkyard where he has 5 vehicles that can be repairable on time. Lloyd heads off to the racetrack and sees a live race, hoping
to learn as much as he can about the brutal speedway five billion. As a driver affects Lloyd - a race car driver known as 'Racer Seven'. Recruit him to help them win the race. 13911 Speedway Five-billion Daniel Ifbragi Shutaugust 16, 2020 (2020-08-16) 0.25 [87] Red balconys discover the location of Scott's garage and Scott sacrifices himself to buy the
chance to escape from the ninja and they race. Ninja enters speedway five billion in the nick of time, just as the race is starting, and finds himself quickly overwhelmed. Cole and Moss bravely sacrifice themselves to buy their teammates a chance to win. With the help of racer seven, however, they successfully win the second key warp. 14012 stop, drop-and-
side scrollshen Poetakerisha Brophy and Scott MilesAugust 16, 2020 (2020-08-16) 0.22 [87] Devastated by the loss of Cole and Kai, the surviving ninja push-terra dominion in Prime Empire's third and final game zone. They eventually reach the upper-most level where Unagami's voice tells them that one of the ninjas will now face the form of his most feared
challenger. Lloyd is selected and finds himself facing an avatar of Harumi. Lloyd wins the third and final key warp for the management and team to defeat Harumi. Lloyd, however, loses his final life in the process too. 14113 Ninjago Confidential Wade Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattAugust 23, 2020 (2020-08-23) 0.27[88] An old childhood contact of
Zane and P.I.X.A.L. Milton Dyer visits who tells them that Dyer used an often old video arcade hall to search for dior they head there, but the mechanic, who runs into Zane's kidnapping. The P.I.X.A.L. eventually finds Milton Dyer, who tells him that Unagami is the game. He hadn't realized how dangerous it was, and tried to shut it down. 14214 Prodigal Fr
Daniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattAugust 23, 2020 (2020-08-23) 0.24[88] Mechanic's henchmen capture Master Wu and bring him to the mechanic's warehouse. The mechanic uses him as leverage forcing Zen into revealing the location of the motherboard that he needs to open the expression gate, through which Unagami has to enter the real
world. Wu manages to activate a GPS location tracker, which shows his location to the P.I.X.A.L. Although, he and Dyer arrive too late. Zane is hooked to the expression gate as a kind of processor, causing him to pass out as a result of the energy increase caused by the gate. 14315 Temple of Madness Shane Poatkarisha Brophy and Scott MilesAugust 30,
2020 (2020-08-30) 0.24[89] Jay must finally stand alone against The Agression, after Nya loses all her life, yet Unagami has a big fight in the face of the truth about her identity. Jay realizes that Unagami is actually the AI of the game and not Milton Dyer. Unagami uses the Energy Cube from Nya to complete the expression gate, and travels through it. Jay
follows him. 14416 game Parweed Crossbragi SchutAugust 30, 2020 (2020-08-30) 0.23 [90] Unagami breaks into the real world and terrorizes ninjago city with its army. From Jay Gate Releases. Zain, P.I.X.A.L., P.I.X.A.L., Master Wu Unagami forces forces to fight forces while Jay pursues Unagami himself. Jay Borg leads Unagami at the top of the tower,
where he himself has met others with Milton Dyer. Dyer explains to Unagami why he stopped him and that he didn't have the chaos and destruction that he was made for. After all, the forward understands. He takes the form of a small child and agrees to set all trapped inside Prime Empire free, including other ninja, stranded players, Scott, and NPCs. Jay,
Zane, P.I.X.A.L., and Wu reunite with other ninjas while Unagami and Milton Dyer happily live together. Season 13: Master of the Mountain (2020) Ninja is invited to the beautiful Shintaro Kingdom to celebrate the birthday of the young princess Vania. At first glance, Ivory City looks like an ancient place, but the ninja soon exposes a dark, obscure, long-
forgotten underworld: the dungeon of Shintaro. Once inside, they must fight their way to freedom through a labyrinth of hazards and tunnels paved with strange merciless skull creatures ruled by the magician. Ninja must choose your paths wisely... No Not inseries. Original Air Date American audience (in millions) 1451 shinseason title, directed by Daniel
IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattSeptember 13 written by 2020 (2020-09-13) 0.18[91] Ninja is invited for the birthday of Princess Vania of the Fabled Kingdom of Shintaro and sets sail for Shintaro but strict bats roaming the mountains around Shintaro Vicious, aerial is attacked by a pack of predators. He is rescued by a regiment of winged guards of
Shintaro, led by The Brave Hammer. 1462 Shane Poetkarkevin Burke and Chris Doctor WyattSeptember 13, 2020 (2020-09-13) 0.16 [91] Ninja is welcomed by King Vanjelis and Princess Vania in Shintaro. Cole is a Geckle named Gleck who is accosted by wearing a necklace that belonged to her mother. Princess Vania goes cole to a mountain tunnel and
they stumble upon an underground mining operation where lizards and Munce skeletons are being forced to dig by an army of warriors, controlled by vicious skull wizards. 1473 Worst Rescue Ever Wade CrossChato HillSeptember 20, 2020 (2020-09-20) 0.20[92] Cole is a prisoner of skull wizard while Princess Vania races back to the surface where she tells
ninja and her father what she saw below. Ninja quickly gathers his things and races to Cole's rescue. Deep underground, Cole labors in the dark with Lizard and Munce, whom he discovers are bitter rivals over a previous complaint that each side blames on the other. 1484 Two bladeddaniel IfeBragi SchutSeptember 20, 2020 (2020-09-20) 0.22 [92] Ninjas
learn that the mutual hatred of lizards and munse stems from the fact that each group thinks the other stole a pair of swords called blades of salvation, given to them by a hero who came to their mountain several years ago. The hero, called Lizard Gilly, saved him from the dragon named Sad Gave them swords as farewell gifts. After being separated from
others, Nya, Jay and Lloyd have been taken back to the home-cave by a muns named Murta, 2020 (2020-09-27) 0.15 [93] After being separated from others. There, they are introduced to Munsey's Queen, Murtessa, who immediately falls for Jay, whom he considers a powerful warrior. Realizing that Nya and Jay are together, Queen Nya turns on and is
determined to challenge her who will wed jay of them to compete. 1506 tested Minover Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattSeptember 27, 2020 (2020-09-27) 0.18[93] Kai and Zane stumble into a party of lizards who think they can work for the skull wizard. They are arrested and brought back to the lizard ' strong-cave ', where they meet lizard leader
Chancellor Gulch. Gulch decided to place the case in ' trial-by-Mino '. Moss and Zane cast in a pit with a furious Mino are determined to commit their innocence or guilt. 1517 Skull WizardsDaniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc Wyatt October 4, 2020 (2020-10-04) 0.15[94] Cole first runs into the nest of dire bats, and then in a cave tunnel full of giant spiders,
but Princess Vania and her pet python, Chompy, come just in time to free the cole and they escape back to the surface where they kinggel Vangelis about the evil skull wizard. But in a shocking twist, Wanglis reveals that he is a skull wizard. After the skull wizard sends Cole and Master Wu to the bowels of the mountain, Vania follows them, but not before
Vangelis has retracted her as her daughter. 1528 Real Fall Shane PoettckerBragi SchutOctober 4, 2020 (2020-10-04) 0.15[94] Princess Vania attempts to catch falling master Wu and Cole, but their combined weight tears loose her wings. All 3 friends find themselves plunging into the mountain. As they fall, they face various bizarre dangers and creatures
before they are swept over a waterfall and fall through a sinkhole to wash on the banks of a cave called Rock Bottom, where he meets a group of adventurers down here. 1539 Dungeon Party! Wade Crosskevin Burke and Chris Doc WyattOctober 11, 2020 (2020-10-11) 0.15[95] Cole awakens from a dream surrounded by despicable, master Wu, and
Princess Vania. Vile reveal they were adventurous, who, at the request of King Vangelis, had been searching for hazza D'your skull. They found the skull and gave it to the king, who — rather than destroyed it, as he promised — betrayed them and cast them into the mountain, taking skulls for themselves. Note: This episode partly uses 2D animated style.
15410 Dungeon Crawl! Daniel IfeKevin Burke and Chris Doc Wyatt October 11, 2020 (2020-10-11) 0.17[95] Kohl leads Vile, Princess Vania, and Wu to find a way out of rock bottom in a series of fruitless efforts. Wu tells Cole about a great temple of earth Elementals known as the heart of the mountain. Surmising that the temple is truly real, Wu estimates
that it Shintaro may be hiding in the mountain and urge Cole to try and find a way to tap into his fundamental powers. 15511 Grief-afflicted Shane Poetterbragi Shute October 18, 2020 (2020-10-18) 0.16[96] Nya used his fundamental powers to force Muns to agree in a cease-fire meeting with the lizard. At the same time, Kai and Zen in the lizard camp are
forced to resort to trickery to manipulate lizards to attend the cease-fire meeting. Skull Wizard learns of meeting and uses Hazza d'Y'Y'y's skull to resurrect the fearsome dragon grief!' 15612 Masters Never Leave Crossbragi SchutOctober 18, 2020 (2020-10-18) 0.12 [96] Cole, Princess Vania, Master Wu, and Despicable arrive at an ancient abandoned
temple. Wu suggests it's the heart of the mountain. The group discovered a mural of an old abandoned stone Mech and Cole's mother, Lily. In the mural, he is depicted fighting using the dragon, the grief-fetcher, Spinjitzu burst. Wu tells Cole about the burst - a powerful form of Spinjitzu which his mother studied. 15713 Darkest Hour Daniel IfeKevin Burke and
Chris Doc Wyatt October 25, 2020 (2020-10-25) 0.17[97] Skull Wizard Ninja who hunts down the lizard's strong cave-part to the cave. Skull wizard promises to let munes and lizards live if they turn on ninja. Nya stumbles on a possible path out of the cave and mums and lizards work together to clear a debris-strewn tunnel. Mums and lizards start working
past their differences. But then forces his way into the grieving cave. Left with no other option, ninja surrenders himself but not before skull wizard all imprisonment of lizards and mums. 15814 Shane Poitkargi Shute October 25, 2020 (2020-10-25) 0.17 [97] Cole discovers that stone-mech is powered by fundamental earth energy and uses its powers to
activate metch. He straps the mech for mine-carts and uses it like a raw rocket, mine-cart to blast back the track on the top of the mountain. Along the way, though, the magma demon arrives and a desperate battle ensues between Cole and the creature. During the latter, the winged guards of Halmar and Shintaro come and are preparing to arrest Cole and
Master Wu on the orders of King Wanglis, but he will listen to him before Vania challenged Hamamar. 15915 Upply Strike Back! Wade Crossbragi SchutOctober 25, 2020 (2020-10-25) 0.20[97] Cole and Upply arrive at Keeping Skull Wizard and find ninja locked in cages. Lizards and mums have been put back to work in Chain-Gang, Mining Weensestone.
While Jay is devising a plan, he sees the skull wizard draw two fabled blades of salvation. Hoping to retrieve the blade, Cole sneaks into the skull while Wu and Upply set about freeing the ninja. 16016 Lily's son Daniel IfeBragi SchutOctober 25,2020 (2020-10-25) 0.20[97] As Cole and Skull Wizard face off, lizards and Munce keep storming. plumker Join
ninja and ninja battles from their cages. Vania arrived to lead the winged Shintaro guards. The skull wizard supposedly falsely destroys magical blades, revealed to be nothing more than ordinary swords. The grief-taker awakens and joins the fight, and all looks lost. But at the last minute, Cole Spinjitzu uses the burst and manages to defeat the skull wizard.
After their defeat, Vania has now declared herself the Queen of Shintaro while ninjas leave Ivory City, wanting a new adventure on their way. Wu states that he would rather continue and go wherever the wind takes them. Season 14: Uncharted Island (2021) in 2021. [98] Mini Films These mini films were released in 2011 and show ninja's life between the
pilot episode and the first season. They also explain how Lord Garmdon was exiled into the underworld and then managed to take over. No Online release date directed by title 1 Blacksmith's MysteryPeter Dodtomy Andreasen2011 (2011) 2 Dragon Ninja Flight Peter Dodtomy Andreasen 2011 (2011) 3 Spinjizu's New Masters Peter Dodtomy Andreasen 2011
(2011) 4 One Underworld acquirer Michael Helmuthomi Andreasen2011 (2011) Return to 5 Fire Temple Michael Helmuthwilliam Thorogood2011 (2011) Battle between 6 Brothers Michael Helmathbrian Ellis2011 (2011) Chain Mini Films No. Online Release Date 1 Directed by The Title Written by Chen's New Chair Sanne Dirckinck-HolmfeldDan Hageman,
Kevin Hagman, and Jeppe Sandholt2015 (2015) 2 Chair Play Chains Claus Darholtdon Hagman, Kevin Hagman, and Jeppe Sandholt2015 (2015) 3 Chair Ups Chen Rolf Krarupdon Hagman, Kevin Hagman, Kevin Hagman and Jeppe Sandholt2015 (2015) 4 Chairful What You Want Sane Dircink-Holmfelddon Hagman, Kevin Hagman, and Jeppe
Sandholt2015 (2015) 5 Bad Chair Days Jeppe SandholtDan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, and Jeppe Sandholt2015(2015) Tall Tales series Of Long Tales Shorts cover the backstories of various crew members of Nadhakhan on Keeping Bad luck. However, according to Tommy Andreasen, these shorts are not canon. [99] No. Title written by online release
date written by 1 Long Story of FlintlockeN/AN/A17 February 2016 (2016-02-17) 2 Long Story of Clancee /A/A28 February 28 Long Story of 3 Doubloon 2016 (2016-02-28) 3 Long Story of Dogs Dogs an/AN/A14 March 2016 (2016-03-14) 4hank N/AN/A2 April 2016 (2016-04-02) 5 Long Story of Monkey DespicableN/A/A20 April 2016 (2016-04-02) 1 20) 6
Long story of Squiffy and Bucko N/AN/A25 April 2016 (2016-04-25) Wu Chai Wu Chai is a series of twenty ninjago shorts. It focuses on Wu's new tea shop, Steeper Wisdom, and his rivalry with the coffee shop. The series can be seen as a 20-minute episode or 20 individual shorts. These shorts are not canon. The shorts were released as an episode on
July 13, 2017. [100] No. Title directed by 1 Secret Tea Anne-Marie Soling Kirstenjordon Dun Messed Up With Ninja Mill and Wu's Collection of Magic 2 spiny sign Benjamin BrokopJordan To draw attention to Dun Steeper's wisdom, Moss gets into a spiny-sign-off with the robot manager. 3 Music Night Part 1Ama Hjulmand NielsenJordan Dunn When Dareth's
clarinet is stacked to try to ruin Knowledge's music night, save ninja night. 4 Music Night Part 2 Kenneth BondeJordan With the Power of Dunn Musicali - Tea Ninja Rock House.. । Maybe too much. 5 name Cristian HaskjoldJordan Dunn In an effort to shop a coffee, Lloyd suggests that Steeper's knowledge is one thing no coffee shop can do: get your
customers' names right. 6 Funny Guys Mads BuchMichael Kvamme J gets jealous when a charming client starts to flirt with Nya, and Wu turns to magic tea to make himself more interesting. 7 inspection daymichael Helmuth Hansen prepares for a visit from The Kvamme Steeper Knowledge Health Inspector. 8 Panda-Moniumper Rizramical Kvamme Nya
brings a baby panda into the tea shop during. First it attracts business, but things get in the hair when it gets into Wu's special tea. 9 remote control Zaneper RisagnerMichael Kvamme learns during J that he can use a remote control to manipulate Zane to complete his work. Zane is less than thrilled about this. During the 10 Trojan tea kettles per
Rizrammichael Kvamme Moss snuck into the coffee shop in a large tea kettle to collect intel on its opponent. 11 Mystery Dust Peter EgebergMark Lester Cole attempts to sweep the store, but Dust isn't cooperating. 12 cool-headed Moss Peter HausnerMark Lester has broken the stove in steep knowledge and Jay Moss needs fire power to get it up and
running again. But Moss, after a cup of SereniTea, is busy to get in touch with attention and the impossible. 13 undercover Zane Peter HausnerMark Lester disguised as a coffee maintenance bot, Zane infiltrated the coffee shop in an attempt to sabotage his operations. 14 Lloyd tries to work in time for late-seditor HausnerMark Lester Lloyd, before he faces
consequences, but the world seems intent on making it difficult. 15 vertically monitored Rene MadsenMark Lester when someone steals Wu's favorite tea, ninja gangsters are determined to find. Enemies may be closer than they think... 16 coin tosser MadsenSteven Wilson Cole challenges Jay for a bet. 17 Nya Mural Rolf KrarupSteven Wilson Nya attempts
to paint an ad in favor of the store. 18 Zani chess playtrilly Wilstapwain Wilson Steph has a competition where whoever beats Zain in chess gets free tea. Things get intense when the robot manager challenges him. 19 taste testsTrille VilstrupSteven Wilson Ronin sets up a competition between coffee shop and Steeper Wisdom for the prestigious Golden Mug
Award. 20 A beautiful friendshiptrille VilstrupSteven Wilson Wu makes peace with the robot manager, proving the old saying, the best way to defeat an enemy is to defeat them his have to make. Ninjago: Decode Ninjago: Decode is a short series that was released November 23, 2017. This happens chronologically before Season 8. These shorts recycle
scenes from the seventh season with different voice acting, as well as clips from previous episodes. No.Titledirected by1Dearing Asa Tait and J. Rick CastañedaPsychic Bunny Writing Team Nya Samurai X cave helps Zane's backup memories of his exploits for the computer, but Zane encounters a mysterious puzzle buried deep within his code. 2 Vehicle
and Mechs Asa Tait and J. Rick CastañedaPsychic bunny bunny writing team and Joey Clift Nya J digitise and uploads him to Zane's mind. Review the memories of ninja's various motorcycles, mechs and planes in order to solve the J vehicle themed puzzle. 3 mythical locations Asa Tait and J. Rick CastañedaPsychic Bunny writing team Cole Nindrod joins
Jay and Zane inside to solve a mysterious puzzle by rethinking some of Ninjago's distinctive landmarks. 4 Ninjago's Most Wanteda Tait and J. Rick Castanadasassyki Bunny writing team enters Kai Zen's mind and discovers that ninja is trying to figure out which villain is trying to hack his friend to take a break from the puzzle. 5 Digiverse and Beyond Asa Tait
and J. Rick Castanaddai's lying team and Joey Clift team tackle a puzzle about technology in Ninjago while the treat for Zane grows graver by the minute. 6 Fundamental Mastersasa Tait and J. Rick Castanadasasykingi Writing Team A Puzzle Ninja needs to consider the powers and history of the original masters. Meanwhile, Nya Samurai X struggles to
keep power on in the cave. 7 Animals and Dragons Asa Tait and J. Rick CastañedaPsychic bunny write team and Remember some of the most fearsome creatures of Joey Clift J, Kai and Zane Ninjago to help Cole protect the cave from an unknown monster. 8 Rise of Garmadon Asa Tait and J. Rick CastañedaPsychic Bunny Team Ninja faces memories of
its biggest villain and collaborator, Garmadon, the threat to Zane controls him perfectly. 9 Green Ninja's Prophecies Asa Tait and J. Rick Castanadasypic Bunny Writing Team and J. Rick Castaneda's Final Puzzle inspire each ninja to question the true meaning of Green Ninja prediction, but success is not what it seems. The 10 biggest battles aasa Tait and
J. Rick CastañedaPsychic bunny write team face puzzle solving ninja releases a new crisis. Will memories of his greatest victory be enough to defeat it? Tales from the Monastery of Spinjiju's Monastery from the Monastery of Spongiju Tales is a series of six Canon shorts from the Lego website released on December 19, 2018, created to promote the Ninjago
Legacy set. Some are made-up flashbacks while others are between Seasons 9 and 10. No.Titledirected byWritten by1 Master Class Rolf Rolfetomy Andreasen gives master Wu Ninja a review in Spinzizu and they all end up joining gold colors. Note: This short season takes place between 9am and 10am. 2 Green and Gold Benjamin Brocopomy Andreasen
Lloyd Dreams What Happened Ultra Dragon, and finds that he returned to the realm first. Note: Flashback seasons are between 2 and 3. 3 fundamental ridersSanne Dirckinck-HolmfeldTommy Andreasen Zane and Moss recall a time when they fought off using their golden weapons as some virus vehicle. Note: Flashback happens in Season 1. 4 weekend
drill Jeppe Sandholtectomy Andreasen Cole, driving his newly rebuilt earth driller, is called to fight the giant stone warrior at Kryptarium Prison. Note: The short season takes place between 9 and 10. Fold bands appear in prison. 5 Blue Lightning's Peter EgebergTommy Andreasen J remembers beating Pythor of some noodle trucks using his jet. Note:
Flashback happens for some time during Season 1. 6 Samurai X-Trem Peter EgebergTommy Andreasen Jay and Nya are reminded if the time when Nya fought her epic battle against Skulkin in Samurai X Mech. Note: Flashback takes place sometime during or between seasons 1 and 2. Prime Empire original shorts No.Titledirected by1Chlo Dance Jennifer
GugliemucciAlisha Brophy and Scott Miles After playing their favorite video games in the arcade, Jay has got some crazy skills — and not just in gaming! Want to see what happens when Nya and Jay take a dance lesson together? Press game! 2 upgrade Joel Salasalisha Brophy and Scott Miles ninjago is something going on in town. The notorious
mechanic is locked in on a crime spree with his henchmen. What's up to the mechanic? And who is this mysterious unroit? Press play to see more! 3 wins means Clint Gamblechto Hill This next speedway is only 3 days until five billion races – the most dangerous race in the world! Why do these racers want to risk everything for it? Because the stakes have
never been higher. The winner takes home the ultimate reward - the iconic key warp! Meet the great racer like Ratso, Racer Seven, and a mysterious, unknown racer.. । Which looks oddly familiar... Could it be...? 4 Stowjuan Franziuto Hill Jay now finds himself lost inside the sports prime empire. But how did he get here? Hunting from the dangerous red
balcony, he hides in the trunk of a car. A dark, scary city with a shady figure behind the wheel though only for air in a death-defying chase.. । Who is Jay's mysterious new guardian? Can he be trusted? 5 Manhunt Ashley Lynchchato Hill Have you ever wished you could be inside your favorite video games? Well, Jay reveals there's a lot more to the prime
empire than just fun and games. Why are the red balconies chasing him? His rescuer, Scott, helps him at a safe place across the strange and exotic city. But is there any place really safe here? And who is Scott, anyway? A clue is a very special feature which can be in your garage.. । Watch exciting events unfold! 6 Gayle Gossip: A closer look Daniel
IfeAlisha Brophy and Scott Miles Everyone in Ninjago City is talking about the new craze, arcade game Prime Empire. But popular reporter, Gayle Gosling, Serious The darker side of this popular trend. Rumor has it that players are missing.. । Where are they? And why hasn't your great programmer, Milton Dyer, been seen for 20 years? What dark mystery
will Gayle uncover once he starts scratching the surface? Look, but proceed with caution... 4th Dimension Master of Lego Ninjago: Master of 4th Dimension A 12 minute 3D/4D animated short film is first released at legoland theme park on 12 January 2018. [101] Less thus trying to teach Wu Ninja a lesson in perspective. The low mark was the last time Ninja'
original design was used before Season 8, as well as the first time where Sam Vincent replaces Voice Lloyd, Jillian Michaels after seven seasons. See also Lloyd Garmdan LEGO Ninjago Ninjago Ninjago (TV Series) Lego Ninjago Movie Lego Ninjago Movie (Theme) LEGO Ninjago Movie Video Game Reference ^ Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitju Rise of the
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